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ABSTRACT

Essays in Theoretical and Applied Econometrics

Wanling Huang, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2010

This thesis investigates three topics in theoretical and applied econometrics:

Bartlett-type correction of the Distance Metric (DM) test, a Generalized Method

of Moments (GMM) study of the effect of the North American Free Trade Agree-

ment (NAFTA) on Quebec manufacturing industries, and a goodness-of-fit test for
copulas.

The first topic derives an Edgeworth approximation of the distribution of the
DM test statistic and obtains a Bartlett-type correction factor, then it uses ex-

amples of covariance structures to illustrate the theoretical results and applies the

theoretical results to study the covariance structure of earnings. The second topic

calculates Canadian tariff rates over the period 1991-2007 for manufacturing indus-

tries, classified using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS),
proposes a simulation-based moment selection procedure to improve the proper-

ties of the system GMM estimator, and analyzes the effect of NAFTA on earnings
of Quebec manufacturing industries. The third topic proposes a new rank-based

goodness-of-fit test for copulas, conducts a power study to show that the new test

has reasonable properties, and presents an application.
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Introduction

This thesis investigates three topics in theoretical and applied econometrics: Bartlett-
type correction of the Distance Metric (DM) test, a Generalized Method of Mo-
ments (GMM) study of the effect of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) on Quebec manufacturing industries, and a goodness-of-fit test for cop-
ulas. These are organized in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Asymptotically, the DM test statistic has a chi-squared distribution. In prac-
tice, however, this is infeasible since the sample size is finite. It is expected that
after Edgeworth expansion, the distribution of the corrected DM test statistic

would be closer to a chi-squared distribution than the uncorrected one. Chapter 1
mainly has three parts: in the theoretical part, the Edgeworth approximation of
the distribution of the DM test statistic is derived and a Bartlett-type correction
factor is obtained; in the simulation part, examples of covariance structures are

given to illustrate the theoretical results; in the application part, the theoretical

results are applied to study the covariance structure of earnings. The contributions
of this chapter are: (i) it can be viewed as complementary to both Phillips and
Park (1988) and Hansen (2006) in that it relaxes the basic requirement of nonlin-
ear restrictions in some sense; (ii) it extends Hansen (2006) to multiple restrictions
(possibly large number of degrees of freedom) and various models; (iii) it explains
and provides a solution to the long-existing "troublesome" discrepancy puzzle in
the labor economics literature that a longer panel reverses the original inference;
(iv) the theoretical results are distribution-free.
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Using GMM methods, Chapter 2 examines the effect of NAFTA on earnings of
the Quebec manufacturing industries. It calculates Canadian tariff rates over the

period 1991-2007 for manufacturing industries classified using the North Ameri-

can Industry Classification System (NAICS) and analyzes the effect of Canadian

tariff concessions granted to the United States and Mexico. The system GMM
method is used to estimate a two-way dynamic panel data model. In order for the

system GMM estimator to have best possible properties, it proposes a simulation-

based moment selection procedure, uses the procedure to select instruments, and

shows that the system GMM estimator is not worse than the bootstrap-based bias-

corrected least-squares dummy variable (LSDVb) estimator (Everaert and Pozzi,
2007) if moments are properly chosen. In other words, we use simulations to choose

instruments so that the finite sample properties of the GMM are optimized, then
we compare this "optimal" GMM estimator with the "best" non-GMM alterna-

tive. Finally, using this "optimal" GMM estimator, we find that the Canadian

tariff concessions' effect on Quebec manufacturing earnings is statistically signifi-
cant but economically very small.

Chapter 3 proposes a new rank-based goodness-of-flt test for copulas. It uses

the information matrix equality and so relates to the White (1982) specification
test. The test avoids parametric specification of marginal distributions, it does not

involve kernel weighting, bandwidth selection or any other strategic choices, and

it is relatively simple compared to available alternatives. The finite-sample size of
this type of tests is known to deviate from their nominal size based on asymptotic

critical values, and bootstrapping critical values could be a preferred alternative.

A power study shows that, in a bivariate setting, the test has reasonable properties

compared to its alternatives in samples as small as 1, 000 observations.
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Chapter 1

Bartlett-type Correction of
Distance Metric Test

The Distance Metric (DM) test of Newey and West (1987) is commonly used
in econometrics to assess competing specifications. This is a simple test - the

DM test statistic is usually calculated as the sample size times the difference in
the criterion function evaluated at the restricted and the unrestricted estimate.

At the same time, unlike some classical tests, this test is invariant to different
but equivalent formulations of the restriction and robust to autocorrelation and

heteroskedasticity of unknown form provided that the criterion function uses a

heteroskedasticity-consistent estimate of the covariance matrix (see, e.g., Newey
and McFadden, 1994). This makes the test popular among applied researchers.

For example, this test has been widely used in covariance structure analysis in the

context of asymptotic distribution-free estimation (see, e.g., Browne, 1984; Satorra
and Bentler, 2001).

It is well known that the DM test statistic asymptotically has the chi-square

distribution with r degrees of freedom, where r is the number of restrictions (see,
e.g., Newey and McFadden, 1994). However, the sampling distribution of the

test statistic is poorly approximated by the asymptotic distribution if samples are
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small (see, e.g., Clark, 1996). Edgeworth expansions can deal with this problem
by expanding the sampling density of test statistics around the asymptotic density

_1
in decreasing powers of N 2 , with N being the sample size. This may improve

the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation. Surveys of Edgeworth expansion

methods, including the theory of their validity, are provided by Phillips (1977,

1978); Kallenberg (1993); Rothenberg (1984); Reid (1991); Sargan and Satchell
(1986), among others.

However, Edgeworth expansion methods have not yet been applied to the most

general version of the DM test. Most of known results concern the LR, WaId and

the score test (see, e.g., Cribari-Neto and Cordeiro, 1996; Phillips and Park, 1988;

Magee, 1989; Linton, 2002; Hausman and Kuersteiner, 2008). Hansen (2006) is the
only (known to us) application of the Edgeworth correction to the DM test but it
is restricted to the setting of a normal linear regression with a single constraint.

Moreover, it is well known that Edgeworth expansions do not always improve the

quality of first-order asymptotic approximations (see, e.g., Phillips, 1983). The
main contribution of the paper is that we derive the Edgeworth correction, also

known as the Bartlett-type correction, for the DM test in its most general form
and illustrate in simulations that this corrected approximation does work better,

often surprisingly better, than the uncorrected test.

We do not consider alternative ways to remedy the inaccuracy of first-order

asymptotic approximations. Such alternatives include resampling techniques and

other types of asymptotic approximations, e.g., saddle-point (tilted Edgeworth) or
Cornish-Fisher expansions. Validity of the former is usually based on existence

of an asymptotic approximation in the first place (see, e.g., Hall, 1992) and the
various forms of the latter are substantially more complicated than the classical

Edgeworth expansion (see, e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1979).
The paper can be viewed as a generalization of the results by Hansen (2006),

obtained for linear regressions with one restriction, to most of the extremum and
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minimum distance estimators and to multiple linear and nonlinear restrictions. We

also draw on the results by Phillips and Park (1988) and Kollo and Rosen (2005).
Phillips and Park (1988) investigate how higher-order terms in the asymptotic
approximation of the WaId test are affected by various formulations of the null

hypothesis. The DM test is invariant to such reformulations, however, their the-

orem on asymptotic expansion of the distribution provides a useful shortcut that

substantially facilitates our proof. Kollo and Rosen (2005) provide general forms
of Taylor series expansions for vector-valued functions, applicable in our setting.

In the application section, we consider a covariance structure model of Abowd

and Card (1989). We address the question at what sample sizes would the proposed

asymptotic correction make a difference for the empirical conclusions ofthat paper.

It turns out that this happens at sample sizes as large as 900-1,000 observations.
An interesting by-product of the application is that it explains the old puzzle in

labor economics that longer panels reverse the original inference.
The DM test statistic is defined in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 we derive the

asymptotic expansion to order 0(N^1) of the DM test statistic, and in Section 1.3
we give the higher-order approximation of its distribution. Simple simulations are

provided in Section 1.4, and an empirical illustration is presented in Section 1.5.
Section 1.6 contains brief concluding remarks.

1.1 Distance Metric Test

For a family of distributions {Pg,9 G ? C MP}, T compact, consider the test

#0 : giß) = 0,

H1 : «7(0) f 0,

5



where g : RP —>¦ RT is a continuously differentiable function with the first derivative
defined by

m = ?.pxr a"

Denote A = A(Oq). We assume that underlying the test is a parametric model
that can be written in terms of the moment conditions

?p?(??,?) = 0 iff 0 = O0, (1.1)

where m(-, ·) is a continuous /c-valued function, Zj1, i = 1, . . . , N, is a data vector,
and (?o is the true value of the parameter vector. We assume that the moments

identify Oq. In covariance structure models, for example, t?(??,?) = vechZ^Z^ —
vecKL(0) , where vech denotes vertical vectorization of the lower triangle of a matrix
and S(?) is a model for the covariance matrix, in which k > p.

For some positive definite weighting matrix Wpj , define the criterion function

-Qn(O) = \m'N(0)WN mN(0), (1.2)
? Nwhere rnN(0) = N S m(Zi,e)· ^n covariance structure literature, the estimator

fcxl i=l
that minimizes this function is known as the asymptotically distribution free (ADF)

or weighted least squared (WLS) estimator (see, e.g., Browne, 1984). It is well
known that efficient weighting of m(-, ·) requires that

Wn *+ W = [EIm(Z1^0W(Zi, ??)}}'1 -
kxk

We assume efficient weighting.
The test statistic we consider is based on the value of Qn(O) for two competing

models, one that satisfies Hq and the other that is unrestricted. Let On and On

denote the corresponding estimators:

On = arg max Qn(O), subject to g(0) = 0;
?€?

?? = arg max Q? (?) ¦
T&T

6



Then, the DM test statistic is defined (see, e.g., Newey and McFadden, 1994,
p. 2222) as

DM = -2N[Qn(On) - Qn(On)]. (1.3)

1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of DM Test Statistic
Let

Mn(O) = W1J2Tun(O),
then the quadratic form in (1.2) becomes

-Qn(O) = ^Wn(O)Mn(O),
and the DM test statistic in (1.3) becomes

DM = N[Wn(On)Mn(On) - Wn(On)Mn(On)]. (1.4)
Note that, due to the efficient weighting,

-VNMn(O0) ? qN ^ q -TV(O,/). (1.5)
Assume Mn(O) is three-times continuously differentiable. We follow Kollo and

Rosen (2005, Definition 1.4.1) and define the derivative matrices as follows

pxk d0
?O? _ dvec'GN(0)

pxpk ??

(a? _ dve¿Dn(O)NÍS = —dé— ·pxp^k

Also, let G = G(9q), D = D(O0), and C = C(O0). Then, it is easy to show (see,
e.g., Newey and McFadden, 1994, p. 2219) that, under very general conditions,

VN(On - O0) = B-1Gqn + op(l), (1.6)
VN(On - §N) = -MGqN + 0p(l), (1.7)

7



where

B-1 = (GG')-1
is the asymptotic variance matrix of T?, and

? Z=B-1A(AB-1A)-1AB-1.
pxp

By Theorem 3.1.1 of Kollo and Rosen (2005, p. 280), which we provide in
Appendix A for reference, the Taylor expansion of Mn (T?) about T? can be
written as follows

Mn(On) = MJV(%)+G^(%)(%-%)+^[4®(^-%)^^(%)(%-%)+0p(iV-1).
Substituting this into (1.4) and using (1.7) yield

DM = q,G'mGN(êN)G'N(êN)MGq
+ M'N(êN)(Ik <g> <JG'M)D'N(êN)mGq
- N-1I2JG'mGN(êN)(Ik ® qG'M)D'N(êN)WGq
+ -N-1qJGfmDN(êN)(Ik ® HGg)(J* ® ^G'HO/^^HGç + Op(TV-1).

(1.8)

We will now expand at Oq all functions of T? contained in (1.8). We wish to

use Theorem 3.1.1 of Kollo and Rosen (2005) to do that. So we need to transform

the current representation into the one based on vector functions. Specifically, we

need the vectorized versions of matrices GN(§N) and Dn(On). Using the facts
that

vec(ABC) = (C' ® A)vecB,
(A(S)B)' = ?® B',

we obtain the following equations

^'UGn(On) = vec'GN(9N)(Ik ® HGg),
D'N (êN)MGq = (Ipk ® <fG'W)vecDN(êN).

8



(1.9)

Equation (1.8) can now be rewritten as

DM = vec'Gn(On)MlVecGN(êN)
+ MN(êN)M2vecDN0N)
- N-ll2vec'GN{eN)MzvecDN(ßN)
+ N~l -vec1DN(9N)M±vecDN(êN) + Op(N-1),

where

M1 = (Ik (g> UGq) (Ik <g> qG'M),
M2=Ik® q'G'M ® <?G%
M3 = (4 <g> MGq)(Ik ® (fG'M ® ^G'M),
M4 = 4 ® HGgg'G'e <g> HG^G7H.

Substituting the Taylor expansions at #q of $&n0n)> vecGN(9N) and vecDN(6N)
into (1.9) gives the asymptotic expansion of the DM test statistic, which is sum-
marized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. The asymptotic expansion of the DM test statistic is given by

DM = iPq + N~lÍ2u(q) + N~lv(q) + Op(JV"1), (1.10)
where

P =G'HG, (1.11)kxk y J

u(q) = u1(q)+u2(q)+u3(q),

v(q) = V1(C) + V2(Cl) + v3(q) + v4(q),

with Ui(q) (i = 1, 2, 3) and Vi(q) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) specified by

U1(C) = "IqG1B-1DM1VeCG, (1.12)
Mq) = Cl(G1B-1G - Ik)M2vecD, (1.13)
u3(?) = -vec'GMsvecD: (1.14)

9



vi{q) = qG'B-1DM1D'B-1Gq + q'G/B-1C{Ipk ® 5"1Gg)MiWcG,
(1.15)

V2{q) = J[Cb-1G - Ik)M2C1B-1Gq+ ^G1B-1D[Ij, ® B-1Gq)M2VeCU,
(1.16)

U3(^) = -Q1G'B-1CM^VeCG - 4G1B-1DM3VeCD, (1.17)
u4(ç) = -uec'£>M4uecL>. (1.18)

Proof. See Appendix A for all proofs.

1.3 Distribution of DM Test Statistic

In this section we follow Phillips and Park (1988) and use the Taylor expansion

of DM to derive the Edgeworth expansion of its distribution to order 0[N~ ).

Theorem 2.4 of Phillips and Park (1988) allows one to skip many intermediate
steps in deriving the expansion for the distribution from the expansion of the test

statistics. Hansen (2006) used this approach for a single restriction DM test in a

normal linear regression with known error variance.

In order to use Phillips and Park's results, we first show that u[q) and v[q)
can be written in terms of Kronecker products of q and qq' . This is done in the
following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. u[q) and v[q) in Theorem 1.1 can be written as

u(q) — vec'j[q<g: q®q),
v[q) = tr[L(qçf ® qtf)\

where

vecJ = vecJi + vecJ2 + vecJ%, (1-19)

10



with

VeCJ1 = 2(G1WG ® G7H <g> G'B'^vecD, (1.20)
vecJ2 = [[G'B-1G - Ik) ® G7H ® G'M\vecD, (1.21)
wecJ3 = -(G7IHIG ® G7H ® G7H)uecL>; (1.22)

and

L = Li + L2 + L3 + L4, (1.23)

L1 = (G7M ® G7L"1) V0 (HG ® L5-1G) + (G7H ® G/ß-1)My(4 ® HG),
(1.24)

L2 = (G7H ® G7H)My7 + ^(G7H <g> G7H)Vp(L-1G ® L-1G), (1.25)
L3 = -(G7H 0 G7H)My (/fc ® HG) - (G7H ® G7H)V0(HG ® L-1G),

(1.26)

L4 = ^(G7H ® G7H)V0(MG T HG), (1.27)
where V0, My and My/ are gn/en in Appendix A.

We can now apply the results of Phillips and Park (1988, p. 1069-1072) (see
also Hansen, 2006, Theorem 3) to prove our main theorem.

Theorem 1.2. The asymptotic expansion to 0(N~l) of the distribution function
of DM is given by

Fdm(x) = Fr (x-N'1(a1x + a2x2 + a3X3)) +0(N-1) (1.28)
where Fr denotes the distribution function of a ?^ variate and

ai = (4O1 - 62)/4r,

a2 = (4a2 + b2- 63)/4r(r + 2),

a3 = fe3/4r(r + 2)(r + 4),

with a-i (i = 1, 2) and O2- (i — 1, 2, 3) defined in Appendix A.
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The Edgeworth correction factor that follows from (1.28) can be written as

l-JV_1(ai + a2DM + a^DM2) (1.29)

where DM is the original (uncorrected) DM test statistic. If multiplied by the
correction factor, the DM test statistic should be better approximated by the ?^
distribution than the uncorrected statistic. Strictly speaking, the correction cannot

be called "Bartlett" because it depends on the uncorrected statistic DM. However,
it is common to call such corrections Bartlett-type due to their similarity to the

classical Bartlett (1937) correction (see, e.g., Cribari-Neto and Cordeiro, 1996, for

a review of Bartlett and Bartlett-type corrections of common tests).

Note that increasing the number of restrictions r does not necessarily result

in a bigger correction factor because a¿ (i = 1,2,3) may be negative. Moreover,
it is important to note that, even if the restrictions are linear, the Bartlett-type

correction factor in (1.29) will be different from one so long as M^ (T) is nonlinear
in parameters. The theorem imposes no constraint on the number of restrictions

tested or on the specific estimator represented by the moment condition (1.1).

1.4 Illustrative Simulations

In this section, we use simulations to illustrate the theoretical results obtained

in Section 1.3 in the settings of a simple covariance structure model. Consider

a random vector Z e Z C Rq from ?? ?0 G ? C Rp. Assume that E[Z] =
0. E{||Z||4} < oo and E[ZZ') = ?(?0). The matrix function S(0) may come
from a variety of models, e.g., LISREL, MIMIC, factor model, random effects or

simultaneous equations model. For a random sample (Zi, ¦ ¦ ¦ , Z/\r)> let

Si = Zi1 Zi

12



and

1 N
i=l

Then, S satisfies a central limit theorem:

VÑ(vechS - ?e??S(?0)) -»· N(O, A(O0)),

where

?(?0) = Y(vechSi) = E[vechSivectiSi] - vechL{eo)vech'Z(0o).

Assume ? < ^q(q + 1). Then, in terminology of covariance structure literature, the
degrees of freedom of the model are equal to g'g^~ ' — p, and they will be increased
by one for each independent restriction imposed on S(?) by the model. We can
write all distinct moment functions as follows

1 N
mN(9) = jr/~2rn(zi, T) = vechS - ?ß??S(?)l , ? N —%q(q+l)xl i=l

where

Vn(Z1, T) = vechSi - ?e??S(?).
^q(q+l)xl

The sample covariance matrix of the moments is

1 NWNl = ^[Tn(Z1J)Tn' (Z1, T)]
\q{q+l)x\q{q+l) ¿=1

? N
= — y] [vechSjVech!Sj — vechSivech'T1(O)

¿=l

- vechE(0)vectiSi + vechE(e)vech'E(9)}.
We are interested in testing H0 : S(?) = E(c) against H\ : S(?) f S(c), where

c is a constant vector. This type of test is fundamental in covariance structure

analysis. Known as the ADF test, it has been studied by Korin (1968); Sugiura

13



(1969); Nagarsenker and Pillai (1973); Browne (1984); Chou et al. (1991); Muthen
and Kaplan (1991); Yuan and Bentler (1997); Satorra and Bentler (2001); Yanag-
ihara et al. (2004), among others. The literature has focused on three dimensions

of the test behavior: (i) what is the effect of the sample size; (ii) how the sample
size requirements change for different nonnormal distributions; (iii) how the sam-

ple size requirements change for models of different size. We wish to apply our
Bartlett-type correction to the DM test of this restriction and study its behavior
along the same dimensions.

For simplicity, we consider a bivariate problem (i.e. q = 2) in which

s\ s?2
2 '

s?2 s2 _

?1 = (s? , s?2, s<?), d = (1, 0, 1) and ? = k = r = 3. So the restricted model has 3
degrees of freedom. Write the null hypothesis as

H0 : g(0) = 0,
3x1

where

g{ß) = vecKUß) - vechT,{c) =

In order to demonstrate the effect of the Bartlett-type correction, we generate a

sample of varying size from normal, Student-t and uniform distributions and com-
pute the uncorrected and corrected versions of the DM test statistics. This is done

1,000 times. Then we plot the quantiles of the resulting bootstrap distributions.
These are displayed on Figures 1.1-1.3. The quantile curve of the chi-square distri-
bution, marked "chi " 2", is drawn as a benchmark. The uncorrected and corrected

versions of the DM test statistic are marked "DM" and "DM_star," respectively.

All figures show severe over-rejection of the uncorrected DM test statistic. The
fact that the size of the DM test is substantially greater in small samples than the

SW =

4-1
s? 2 -0

s22-1

14



asymptotic size is well documented (see, e.g., Clark, 1996), and our results agree
with that. Our corrected statistic performs much better for all distributions and all

sample sizes. Of course, the corrected distribution is not identical to the chi-square
distribution and the corrected test exhibits over- and under-rejection at times, but

the deviations are substantially smaller than for the uncorrected test. It is perhaps

surprising how much improvement one can obtain using the corrected statistic in

the area close to the 95th percentile, which corresponds to the commonly used 5%

significance level. At that level, the correction is almost perfect.
Figure 1.1 shows the quantiles for various sample sizes from JV(0, 1). One can

clearly see from the figure how the uncorrected curve deviates from the chi-square
quantiles as the sample size decreases while the degree of model complexity does

not change (q = 2). At the same time, the corrected curve consistently provides a

great deal of improvement.
In Figure 1.2 we show the behavior of the corrected and uncorrected test statis-

tics for two distributions, Student-t and uniform, and two sample sizes, TV = 25

and N = 65. As expected, the test (and its correction), being distribution-free,
exhibits similar behavior under the two distributions. The figures also show that

the benefit of a larger sample size varies for the two distributions. For other dis-

tributions (not reported here), the sample size needed to obtain a similar level
of approximation accuracy as in panel (d) was several hundred observations. For
some distributions, the correction may be trivial even when samples are small while

for others it may produce a large correction even when samples are large.

In Figure 1.3, in addition to the bivariate case, we consider a univariate (q — 1)
model in which S(?) = s2. The null is s = c, and the restricted model has one
degree of freedom. This is done to show how model size (as measured by the

degrees of freedom of the model) affects the performance of the test statistics.
In the larger model (q = 2), the gap between the sampling and the asymptotic

?2, distribution is much larger than between the sampling and the asymptotic ?2

15



distribution in the smaller model. It is interesting to note that the model size

plays as important a role in accuracy of asymptotic approximations as the sample

size: we more than double the sample size between panel (b) and panel (d), and
this has a similar effect on the larger model accuracy as replacing it by a model

with 2 fewer degrees of freedom. This is consistent with the findings of Hoogland

and Boomsma (1998) that the chi-square statistics are sensitive to model size (as
measured by the degrees of freedom of the model). A bigger model requires a
larger sample size to ensure good behavior of the statistics. At the same time,

for the smaller models (panels (a) and (c)), larger sample sizes do not improve
the asymptotic approximation by much - the approximation error is small to start

with. The corrected statistic displays an improved behavior for both model sizes
and both sample sizes.
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(c) N = 65 (d) TV = 200

Figure 1.1: Quantiles of chi-square and bootstrap distribution of uncorrected and

corrected DM test statistics for various sample sizes; q = 2.
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Figure 1.2: Quantiles of chi-square and bootstrap distribution of uncorrected and

corrected DM test statistics for two data distributions and two sample sizes; q = 2.
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Figure 1.3: Quantiles of chi-square and bootstrap distribution of uncorrected and
corrected DM test statistics for two values of q and two sample sizes.
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1.5 Empirical Illustration

In this section, we study applicability of the Bartlett-type correction to a covari-

ance structure model of earnings. This type of model has been a focus of many
papers in labor economics (see, e.g., MaCurdy, 1982; Abowd and Card, 1987, 1989;

Topel and Ward, 1992; Baker, 1997; Baker and Solon, 2003). Among other things,

the literature has been concerned with the puzzling observation that the use of

longer panels results in a reversal of the original inference (see, e.g., Baker, 1997,

p. 358). Longer panels are usually used to estimate higher-order autocovariances.
However, the cost of longer balanced panels is a smaller number of individuals.

For example, the sample sizes used by Baker (1997) in 10-year panels are 992 and

1,331 individuals for the periods 1967-76 and 1977-86, respectively; his 20-year

panel contains only 534. On the other hand, as the panel gets longer (q increases),
degrees of freedom grow. As mentioned earlier, this generally requires larger sam-

ple sizes for the DM statistic to remain close to the asymptotic approximation.

In this section, we use parts of the sample of earnings used by Abowd and Card

(1989) to demonstrate how the Bartlett-type correction affects the outcomes of a
hypothesis test for various sample sizes.

The earnings data are from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID),

conducted by Survey Research Center at University of Michigan. The sample
consists of male heads of household, who were between the ages of 21 and 64 in

the period 1969 to 1974 and who reported positive earnings in each year. The

sample we use - a subsample of the data used by Abowd and Card (1989) -
contains 1,578 individuals. Individuals with average hourly earnings greater than
$100 or those who reported annual hours worked greater than 4,680 were excluded.

A detailed description of the PSID variables is given in Appendix A. Covariances

and correlations between demeaned changes in log of real annual earnings (in 1967

dollars) are displayed in Table 1.1. Covariances are presented below the diagonal,
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while correlations and their two-tailed p-values are presented above the diagonal.

Table 1.1: Covariances (below diagonal) and correlations (above diagonal) between
changes in log-earnings : PSID males 1967-1974

with:

Covariance/Correlation(with two-tailed p-value) of:
? In e 69-70 ? In e 70-71 ? In e 71-72 ? In e 72-73 ? In e 73-74

? In e 69-70 0.228 -0.204 -0.006 0.018 -0.006

(0) (0.827) (0.463) (0.823)
? In e 70-71 -0.04418 0.205 -0.415 -0.082 0

(0) (0.001) (0.994)
? In e 71-72 -0.00117 -0.08345 0.197 -0.347 -0.041

(0) (0.101)
? In e 72-73 0.003442 -0.01447 -0.06 0.152 -0.305

(0)
? hi e 73-74 -0.00102 -0.0000303 -0.00697 -0.04518 0.144

A generic population covariance matrix for Table 1 . 1 can be written as

S(?)

C1 s? 2 s?3 s?4 s15

C21 >2 s23 s24 s25

where

? = vech

C31 s32 s3 au s35

C41 s42 s43 s| s45
C51 s52 s53 s54 s\

s? s?2 s?3 au s?5

s21 s2 s23 s24 s25

s31 s32 s3 s34 s35

s41 s42 s43 s4 s45

s51 s52 s53 s54 s5

(1.30)

(1.31)
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The question Abowd and Card (1989) ask is whether the information in the

covariance matrix in Table 1.1 could be adequately summarized by some relatively

simple statistical model. Specifically, they ask whether an MA(2) process (possibly
nonstationary) can serve as the model. Indeed, there are very few covariances

(correlations) that are large or statistically significant at lags greater than two. In

order to address this concern, two tests were performed using the DM test statistic.

The first one is to test for a nonstationary MA(2) representation of the changes
in earnings. The changes in earnings have a nonstationary MA(2) representation
if the covariances at lags greater than two are zero. The null is Hq : changes in

earnings are nonstationary MA(2), and the alternative is H\ : changes in earnings
are not nonstationary MA(2). Equivalently, the null can be rewritten as

H0:

C41

C51

^52

= 0 .
3x1

(1.32)

The second one is to test for a stationary MA(2) representation of the changes in

earnings. By a stationary MA(2) representation, we mean (i) cov(A In et, ? In et-j)
depends only on j and does not change over t, and (ii) cov(A In et, ? In et_j) is
zero for \j\ > 2. The null is Hq : changes in earnings are stationary MA(2), and
the alternative is H\ : changes in earnings are not stationary MA(2). Equivalently,
the null can be rewritten as

H0:
s4?

s52

0 ,
3x1

(1.33)
s? = s2 = s? = s\ = as,

s"21 = s"32 = s43 = s54,

s"31 = s42 = ^53-
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The test results are presented in Table 1.2. The values of the uncorrected and

corrected DM test statistic (and the corresponding p-values) are very close for both
tests. Not surprisingly, the corrections for this relatively large sample are minor to

none. We now demonstrate the effect of the Bartlett-type correction as the sample
size becomes smaller.

Table 1.2: Goodness-of-fit tests for changes in earnings: PSID males 1967-1974
Goodness-of-Fit Test DM Test Statistic Asy. P-Value
N= 1578 Uncorrected Corrected Uncorrected Corrected

I. Nonstationary MA(2) 0.3325 0.3320 0.9538 0.9539
(df = 3)

II. Stationary MA(2) 19.9889 19.6262 0.0673 0.0745
(df = 12)

Expectedly, when the sample size becomes smaller the Bartlett-type correction

becomes more important. Consider the second test as an example. The results
for that test are presented in Table 1.3. We randomly select increasingly smaller

subsamples of data., As the sample size decreases from N =1,400 to 900, the
correction becomes larger to the point at which the outcome of the test is reversed

at conventional significance levels. For example, if N = 900, the corrected test

does not reject at the 5% level while the uncorrected test does.

Table 1.3: Testing stationary MA(2) for changes in earnings: PSID males 1967-1974
DM Test Statistic Asy. P-Value

Sample Size
Uncorrected Corrected Uncorrected Corrected

N=l,400 22.21 21.64 0.035 0.042

N=l,200 24.15 22.83 0.019 0.029

N=1,000 25.46 22.12 0.012 0.036

N=900 25.99 20.35 0.010 0.061
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Assuming that the correction does bring the sampling distribution closer to
its asymptotic approximation, we conclude from this table that, for the current

number of degrees of freedom, cross sections as large as 900 are not large enough
to justify application of the uncorrected first-order asymptotic approximation to

this covariance structure model. If used against the asymptotic critical values, the
uncorrected DM test severely over-rejects.

1.6 Concluding Remarks

This paper provides the Bartlett-type correction of the DM test statistic. Our

setting covers linear and nonlinear restrictions and all extremum and mimimum

distance estimators that can be stated in terms of moment conditions. We also

provide simple simulation evidence about the behavior of the corrected test statis-

tic in a fairly general class of covariance structure models. In practice, it is often
necessary to consider a very large (as measured by the degrees of freedom of the

model) covariance structure model (see, e.g., Herzog et al., 2007; Kenny and Mc-
Coach, 2003), which makes it difficult to maintain good properties of the DM test
statistic even in large samples. Moreover, large samples are not always possible to
obtain and the available data are often non-normal. We show that the correction

performs well in all these circumstances. The advantage of our approach over other

finite-sample corrections used in the covariance structure literature (see, e.g., Yuan
and Bentler, 1998, 1999) is that our results are applicable to a much wider range
of models.
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Chapter 2

A GMM Study of the Effect of
NAFTA on Quebec

Manufacturing Industries

As argued in a recent article (Postrel, 2005) in The New York Times, "Economists
argue for free trade. They have two centuries of theory and experience to back

them up. And they have recent empirical studies of how the liberalization of trade
has increased productivity in less-developed countries like Chile and India. But

still, free trade is a tough sell." Trefler (2004) argues that one reason for this is that

there is not enough research on how free trade affects industrialized countries like
the United States and Canada. There are a few articles addressing this question

(see e.g., Romalis (2007) and references therein), but these are very rare. For
research on Canada specifically, see the references listed by Trefler (2004).

In Canada, more than a half of the population live in the central area, which

is made up of Ontario and Quebec. This area is the industrial and manufactur-

ing heartland of Canada and produces more than three-quarters of all Canadian

manufactured goods (A Look at Canada, 2007 edition). The manufacturing pro-
duction of Quebec accounts for about 35% ofthat share (Table 304-0015, Statistics
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Canada). It is therefore not surprising that this chapter focuses on the effect of
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on Quebec manufacturing
industries.

Implemented in 1994. NAFTA called for gradual reduction of tariffs among
Canada, Mexico and the United States. With about one-third of the world's total

GDP, NAFTA has become the world's largest free trade area, significantly larger
than the European Union. Before NAFTA, there are other two major events
in the history of trade liberalization among the three member countries. One
is that Mexico jointed GATT in 1985, and the other is that the Canada-U.S.

Free Trade Agreement (CUSFTA) came into effect in 1989. Gaston and Trefler
(1997), Beaulieu (2000), and Trefler (2004) analyze the effect of tariff reductions
on earnings of the Canadian industries. The data used in these articles are from

1996 and earlier, so their focus is mainly on the effect of CUSFTA. Our data cover

a wider period of 1991-2007, which is far enough from CUSFTA and long enough
to include the effect of NAFTA.

According to Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada (FAITC), "NAFTA
has contributed to raising standards of living" (FAITC, 2001). This chapter seeks
to evaluate this statement quantitatively by looking at earnings of the Quebec
manufacturing industries before and after introduction of NAFTA. Specifically, the
question we ask in this chapter is: what is the tariff reductions effect of NAFTA

on Quebec manufacturing earnings?

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we discuss

the econometric model and estimation method. Specifically, the system GMM
(Arellano and Bover, 1995; Blundell and Bond, 1998) is used to estimate a two-way
dynamic panel data model. Our sample is small, so in order for the system GMM

estimator to have desirable properties, we need to decide which instruments to

use. Thus, a simulation-based moment selection procedure is proposed in Section

2.2. Based on this procedure, the system GMM estimator is compared with the
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bootstrap-based bias-corrected least-squares dummy variable (LSDVb) estimator
(Everaert and Pozzi, 2007), which is also described in Section 2.2. Estimation
results are presented and analyzed in Section 2.3. Some brief conclusions are given
in Section 2.4.

2.1 Econometric Model and Estimation Method

The main purpose of the chapter is to estimate the effect of Canadian tariff re-

ductions on Quebec manufacturing earnings. It is well-known that earnings data

usually display strong autocorrelation. The autocorrelation among Quebec man-

ufacturing earnings data is presented in Table 2.1. The strong autocorrelations

suggest that the appropriate econometric model for Quebec manufacturing earn-
ings should be a dynamic one.

An alternative approach that accounts for strong autocorrelations is known

as long double differencing. Long double differencing is essentially a difference-in-
difference approach that compares changes in the dependent variable at two distant

points in time, one before FTA and one after. Treffer (2004, p. 874) argues that
every previous FTA study used annual data without any correction for autocor-

relation. He cites Gaston and Treffer (1997), Head and Ries (1999a,b), Beaulieu
(2000) and Clausing (2001). He then adopts long double-differencing models to
avoid the dynamic panel estimation problems. From the perspective of interpreta-

tion, a dynamic panel data model is more appropriate for the present chapter than

a long double-differencing one. As Baltagi (2005) points out, "many economic re-

lationships are dynamic in nature and one of the advantages of panel data is that
they allow the researcher to better understand the dynamics of adjustment."

Using a panel of 71 Quebec manufacturing industries over the period 1991-2007,

we estimate a typical two-way dynamic panel data model. A list of these industries

is provided in Table A in the Appendix. Holtz-Eakin (1988) finds evidence in the
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Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data that the wage dynamics follow

an AR(2) model. We initially included two lags of the dependent variable as

regressors, but regressions using the present data always show that the second lag

is insignificant. This is not surprising because large high-order autocorrelation in
the dependent variable does not imply the same order AR model.

Let i index industries (i = 1,2, · · · ,N; N — 71) and t index years (t —
1, 2, ¦ ¦ - , T; T = 17), then the model can be specified as:

lnyü = alny^t_1-i + ß'(L)xü + Xt + uit, \a\ < 1, .(2.1)
where

Uit = Vi + vit.

The first-differenced transformation of (2.1) can be written as:

A\nyit = a? In ^4-1) + ß' [L)Axn + ??? + Avit. (2.2)
Here yn is CPI-adjusted Quebec manufacturing earnings; x¿¿ is a vector containing

a set of explanatory variables which include r^s, the effective tariffs1 imposed by
Canada on imports from the United States, and r™ex, the effective tariffs for

imports from Mexico; ß' (L) is a vector of polynomials in the lag operator; Xf is
a time effect; and m is an industry-specific effect. Detailed data description is

provided in the Appendix. In order to be assured of capturing a sufficiently long

effect of the tariffs, the maximum number of lags in x¿¿ is initially set at four.
In subsequent notation, q and k denote the maximum number of lags in :% and

the dimension of ?^ respectively; then q = 4 and k = 2. A panel unit root test

using the cross-sectionally augmented ADF (CADF) statistic proposed by Pesaran
(2007) shows that, augmented by one lag, the P-value of the test statistic is 0.001.

This verifies that \a\ < 1 is satisfied.
1In calculating tariffs, both non-zero and zero imports are considered. See the Appendix for

details.
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The main reason for including a time effect Xt is to remove the business cycle
effect illustrated in Figure 2.1. Since TV here is considered large and T is small, the
time effects can be treated as unknown period specific parameters to be estimated,
and a full set of time dummies is included for estimation (see also Arellano, 2003,
p. 61 and Dahlbergand Johansson, 2000, p. 403). Alternatively, one might consider
including a generated regressor in the differenced model to control for the business

cycle. For example, Treffer (2004) runs a differenced time-series regression for each
i to obtain the business cycle control variable. Note that this cannot be done for

equations in levels, because of possible trends and unit root problems in time-
series regression. However, this method has additional complications. First, the
estimates of the standard deviation are wrong unless the nuisance parameters do
not enter into the moment functions of interest (see, e.g., Pagan, 1984; Prokhorov
and Schmidt, 2009a), so an adjustment is usually needed (see, e.g., Wooldridge,
2002). Secondly, since TV is large, regressions with specification tests for each i are
time-consuming. Thirdly, in the regressions for each i, sample sizes are not large
and some corrections may be necessary to avoid invalid inference.

1992 1996 2000 2004 2008

Figure 2.1: Real Canadian manufacturing GDP
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The vit in (2-1) is assumed to have finite moments and in particular E(yn) =
E(%Í2/z(í-l), h, Vi) = 0 for all t. This assumption implies that ? is serially mi-
correlated but not necessarily independent over time. The OLS estimator from

the first-difference specification is not consistent since Av^ = % - %í_i) and
?%(?-1) = Vi{t-l) ~ Vi(t-2) are correlated. However, vit - v^t_^ is uncorrected
with VHt^8-) for s > 2 and the differenced equation can be estimated consistently
by GMM using y^t_sj (s > 2) as instruments. It is obvious that an estimator that
uses lags as instruments under the assumption of white noise errors would lose its

consistency if in fact the errors in the levels equation were serially correlated. In
other words, the validity of the instrumental variables hinges heavily upon lack
of serial correlation in the errors. The first-order serial correlation in the first-

difference errors need not be zero, but the second-order serial correlation has to be

zero. Therefore, equivalently we can say that the consistency of the GMM estima-
tors depends on the assumption E(AvitAv^t_2^) = O (Arellano and Bond, 1991,
p. 281), which is exactly the null hypothesis of the Arellano-Bond specification
test. Arellano and Bond (1991) show that asymptotically this test statistic has a
standard normal distribution.

Note that we do not impose any restrictions on ?f Let Z¿~ denote the matrix
of instruments used in estimation. Then (Blundell and Bond, 1998, p. 126),

Z+

Zi O O

O Ayi2 O

O O Ayi3

0 0 0

0

0

0 (2.3)

0 ··¦ ?%(t_1}_
where Z^ is a matrix of instruments for the differenced equation (Arellano and
Bond, 1991) and Ayis (s = 2, · · · , G- 1) are the instruments for the levels equation
(Arellano and Bover, 1995; Blundell and Bond, 1998). The form of Z{ depends on
whether xit is strictly exogenous, predetermined or endogenous. If xit is strictly
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exogenous, i.e. E(x#î;js) = 0 for all t and s, all the x's are valid instruments and
Zi has the form:

Zi =

yn x'n ··¦ x'iT 0 0 0 ··· 0 ··· 0 ·¦· 0 0 ··· 0
0 0 -¦¦ 0 yn yi2 x'a ¦¦¦ x'iT ¦¦¦ 0 ¦·¦ 0 0 ··· 0

0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 ..· 0 ..· »! ..· yl{T_2) Ii1 uiT

So Zi is a (T- 2) ? (T-2)[(T-l) + 2A;T]/2 matrix. If xif is not strictly exogenous,
things would be a little more complicated. Consider a simple situation where no
lags of Xn are included. Due to a possible feedback from lags of the dependent
variable to the current values of x, vu can be correlated with future values of ? and
?it is not strictly exogenous but only predetermined in the sense that E(xitVis) f 0
for s < t and zero otherwise. Then only Xji, · ¦ - ,x¿(s_i) are valid instruments in
the differenced equation for period s so that Zi has the form:

2/ii x-i x-2 0 0 0 0 0 ¦·¦ 0 ·¦· 0 0 ¦¦¦ 0

Zi = 0 0 0 yn yi2 x'n x'i2 x'i3 ¦¦¦ 0 -·· 0 0 ··· 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .·. m ... yi(T_2) x'a ¦¦¦ x'.^^
which is a (G - 2) x (T - 2) [(T - 1) + k(T + l)]/2 matrix. If, further, xit is
endogenous instead of just predetermined, then we lose one instrument for each
regressor in ? for each period. That is, only Xn,--- , £¿(s_2) are valid instruments
in the differenced equation for period s so that Zi has the form:

yn x'a 0 0 0 0 · ·· 0 ··· 0 0 ··¦ 0
0 0 yn yi2 x'n x'i2 ¦¦¦ 0 ··· 0 0 ··· 0

Xi(T-2)0 0 0 0 0 0 ¦¦¦ ya ¦¦¦ ¡/i(T_2) Ii1
which is a (T- 2) ? (T-2)(T- l)(l + /c)/2 matrix. Now it is pretty easy to consider
the situation that q lags of xit are also included in the model specification, in which
case we lose q instruments for every regressor in ? for each period as compared
with the no lags case.

An estimator using only elements in Zj as instruments is known as the differ-
enced GMM estimator in the literature, while an estimator using both Zj and Ayjs
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vt = (2.4)

as instruments is known as the system GMM estimator. Simulations by Blundell

et al. (2000) show that the system GMM estimator has much better finite sam-

ple properties than the differenced GMM estimator: it not only greatly improves
the precision but also greatly reduces the finite sample bias. Therefore, we use

the system GMM estimator. The sample moments, on which the system GMM
N festimator is based, can be expressed as iV_1 S %i~ vi~> where

¿=1

???3

AviT

uiT j2(T-2)xl
With the advent of the system GMM estimator, the imprecision of the GMM

estimator is not so severe anymore, but an important decision still has to be made

while using this estimation method: which instruments should be used? Perhaps

the best estimator so far for dynamic panel data models is the LSDVb estimator3
proposed by Everaert and Pozzi (2007). The bootstrap is a very effective method in
bias correction for non-GMM estimators, as shown by Everaert and Pozzi (2007),
but it might not be appropriate for GMM estimators due to weak instruments.

However, if moments are properly selected, the system GMM estimator might
not be a bad choice. In the next section, we propose a simulation-based moment

selection procedure and discuss this issue in detail. We later show that the system
GMM estimator is not worse than the LSDVb estimator.

interested readers may refer to Hayakawa (2007) for an analysis of why the system GMM
estimator is less biased than the differenced GMM estimator even though the former uses more
instruments.

3LSDVb is a bias-corrected version for the least-squares dummy variable estimator based on
an iterative bootstrap procedure.
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2.2 Simulation-Based Moment Selection

It has been seen in Section 2.1 that the number of moment conditions is of order

T3, which can be very large even if T is only moderately large. Simulations by
Ziliak (1997) indicate that the bias/efficiency trade-off exists for GMM as the
number of moment conditions increases, and that the downward bias in GMM

is quite severe as the number of moment conditions expands, outweighing the
gains in efficiency. Bun and Kiviet (2006) derive the second-order bias of the

system GMM estimator and examine how the order of magnitude of bias changes
when a different set of instruments is used. Andrews and Lu (2001) and Han
and Phillips (2006) address the problem of GMM with many moment conditions
asymptotically, and Newey and Windmeijer (2009) give a new variance estimator
for generalized empirical likelihood (GEL) in this aspect. Okui (2009) derives
an approximation of the mean square error (MSE) and proposes a procedure for
choosing the number of instruments for the differenced GMM estimator. Doran

and Schmidt (2006) use principal components of the weighting matrix to effectively
drop some of the moment conditions and improve finite sample properties of GMM
estimators. In this section, we consider a moment selection approach for the system
GMM estimator, based on real-life data simulations. Simulation using real-life data
is not new (see, e.g., Dahlberg and Johansson, 2000), but this kind of simulation
for moment selection has not been studied yet. Dahlberg and Johansson (2000) use
real-life data in Monte Carlo experiments to verify that testing against bootstrap
critical values is superior to testing against asymptotic critical values. We use a

similar method to select moments for the purpose of obtaining a better system
GMM estimator.
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2.2.1 Motivation

Assume x¿t is strictly exogenous. We exploit the exogeneity of Ax^ and ??^ in
the differenced equation (2.2) and the instruments Ay^u ±\ for the levels equation
(2.1). Then, adding a different number of lags of the dependent variable as ad-
ditional instruments for equation (2.2) would have different regression results, see
Table 2.2. In column (a'), only one lagged dependent variable ?^-2) *s use^ 8^
an additional instrument. Eliminating insignificant regressors, we obtain results

in (a). Similarly, if two lags (?/?(?_2),%(?_3)) or three lags (%(t_2) , %(t-3) > 2/*(i-4) )
are used as additional instruments, (6) and (c) are eventually obtained respec-
tively. For each regression in Table 2.2, the standard error is corrected based on

Windmeijer (2005). Both the Arellano-Bond test and the WaId test verify that
the model specification for each regression in Table 2.2 is correct4.

The results in Table 2.2 show that as more lags of the dependent variable are

added as instruments, the coefficient estimate of the lagged dependent variable
becomes smaller, from .9697 to .9526, and the magnitude and significance of the
estimates for other regressors are different. When all lags (from %(f_2) to y¡¡i) of
the dependent variable are added, the coefficient estimate of the lagged dependent
variable is as small as .711I5, which has not been reported in Table 2.2. A practical
question is which regression should be used, i.e., how many instruments to employ.

A reasonable answer to the question is to choose the regression with the smallest
MSE, but the MSE cannot be computed because the true values of the coefficients

are unknown. Therefore, we assume that earnings are a function of tariffs and
perform simulations.

4The null hypothesis of the Arellano-Bond test is discussed in the main text. The WaId test
for model specification tests the joint significance of the independent variables, but it is not shown
in the table to save space.

5This suggests that for some classic examples in the literature of dynamic panel data models,
if fewer instruments are used, the estimate of the lagged dependent variable may approach one.
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Table 2.2: GMM estimation using different instruments
Independent variables" (a') (a) (b) (c)
In earningsiij^
1Hrus
Ht

'i(t-l)
-.usri(i-2)

us

Ti{t-3)
1Ht-A)
mex

Tit

—mex

Ti(t-1)
—mex

Ti(t-2)
—mex

Ti(t~3)
—mex

Ti(t-4)

.9676 (.0414)

.0274 (.0050)

.0057 (.0078)

.0130 (.0069)

-.0110 (.0075)
-.0234 (.0075)
-.0292 (.0235)
.0079 (.0171)
-.0087 (.0223)
-.0040 (.0260)
-.0038 (.0376)

.9697 (.0394)

.0293 (.0053)

.0117 (.0039)

-.0267 (.0057)

.0283 (.0110)

.9614 (.0381)

.0268 (.0058)

.0128 (.0048)

-.0288 (.0069)
-.0449 (.0194)

.9526 (.0377)

.0257 (.0085)

.0359 (.0116)

Arellano-Bond test

No. of observations

-1.147

923

-1.1771

923

-1.1252

923

-1.1387

923

aDependent variable is ln(earnings)it-
Notes:

(i) Windmeijer WC-robust estimators for standard errors are reported in parentheses;
(ii) The GMM estimates reported are all two step;
(iii) Time dummies are not shown here to save space;
(iv) The Arellano-Bond test reports the test for second-order serial correlation in the first-
differenced residuals.
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2.2.2 Experimental Design

Suppose earnings are a function of last year's earnings, tariffs (possibly at some
lags) imposed by Canada on imports from the United States and tariffs for imports
from Mexico. A time effect [Xt), an individual fixed effect (r/¿) and a white noise
error term (vu) are also included in the function. The basic idea for simulations

is: take a set of coefficient estimates from Table 2.2 as the true parameter values

and use the real data on regressors to generate values on the dependent variable,

then run regressions using different instruments and calculate the MSE for each

regression. Since there are multiple regressors in the model, we use the sum over the

MSE calculated for the coefficient estimate on each regressor, denoted by sumMSE,
as a criterion. This process is repeated many times. Note that every time, the

number of instruments for the minimum sumMSE regression might not be the
same. We choose the number of instruments for which sumMSE is minimized

most frequently.
Three Monte Carlo experiments are conducted. The data generating process

(DGP) of the three experiments are represented by equations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7):

In ^1 = lny»i,

lnyit = alnyi(t_1} + ßWT%s + /??2t$_2) + 0i47$_4) + &i T^f1) + ?* + ?? + vit, (2.5)
\¿yit = ahiy^t.!) + ß10t£ + /3?2t$_2) + /3?4t#_4) + ß20t^ + Xt + ?\ + vlt, (2.6)
ln*yif = ahiy^.!) + ß10t^ + /3?4t$_4) + Xt + # + vit, (2.7)
|q|<1. t = 2,··· ,T

where fff, rf¡ and 77? are estimated from real-life data:
1 T

% = ??? S(1?S/« - * hîfc(t-i) - ß10TÜs - 0?2?$_2) - ßur%_4) - ??t^-?) - Xt),
t=5

1 t
?* = Y^l S(1?»" -a^VUt-i) - ß??t?' - ßi2T%_2) - /?ur#_4) - ß?,tG* - Xt),

t=5

1 t
îi = jT—[ S(1? Va ~ û In JZi(^1) - ß10T%s - ßi4T$_4) - ?4).
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Here lnyit, t¡¡.s, rffex and Xt are real-life data for Quebec manufacturing industries,
and lnyit denotes generated data. There are 71 cross-sections denoted by i and
17 time periods denoted by t. The parameter values for equations (2.5), (2.6) and
(2.7) are taken from columns (a), (b) and (c) of Table 2.2 respectively.

For each of the three experiments, the number of replications is set to be 100:
110 samples are produced from each of the equations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) and the
first ten samples are discarded. For each sample in each experiment, regressions
using different lags of the dependent variable as additional instruments are run.

Finally, sumMSE for each regression is calculated and the regression with the
smallest sumMSE for each sample is found. This "optimal" regression is denoted
as GMMsj, where j is the number of lags of the dependent variable that are used
as additional instruments.

2.2.3 Simulation Results

The results from the three experiments are displayed in Table 2.3. In Experiment
I, 74 out of 100 samples (74%) have the smallest sumMSE occuring at GMMsI,
i.e., using only one lagged dependent variable y^t_2) 8^ an additional instrument6
for each period. In Experiments II and III, the occurrence increases to 81% and

85% respectively. For all three experiments, the smallest sumMSE never occurs at
j > 4. The simulation results suggest that using lags more than four as additional
instruments would never be justified in terms of sumMSE, and the system GMM

using only one lagged dependent variable y¿(í_2) as an additional instrument is
statistically the best choice. In other words, adding moments beyond GMMsI
increases bias too much to make efficiency impovement useful. Therefore, the
system GMM using only one lagged dependent variable j/¿(-í_2) as an additional
instrument for each period is appropriate for our application.

6in addition to ??/^^?).
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Table 2.3: Occurrence of regression with smallest sumMSB at GMMsj estimation
Experiment0: I II IH

GMMsI 74% 81% 85%

GMMs2 17% 14% 11%

GMMs3 7% 3% 2%

GMMs4 2% 2% 2%

Total: 100% 100% 100%

"Experiment I, II and III: true values of coefficients are from (a), (b) and (c) in Table 2.2
respectively.

2.2.4 System GMM vs LSDVb

Although the simulation-based moment selection procedure above is presented for

the special case of Quebec manufacturing industries, its basic idea applies to any

kind of empirical analysis. Obviously, it also applies to simulations with known

true parameter values. Take Table 2 of Everaert and Pozzi (2007) as an example7.
In it, the authors report bias, standard deviation and root MSE in estimating 7 and

ß8. Their results suggest that the system GMM may perform worse than LSDVb.
We want to find out why in some cases the system GMM estimator performs worse
than LSDVb and in other cases better.

We are interested in cases with N >T. Specifically, we compare GMMs3 (es-
timated with instrument set {yi(t-2)>yi(t-3),yi(t-4)>xi(t-l)>xit,Xi{t+i)} for each
period) with LSDVb for five cases: (i) T = 5, N = 20; (ii) T = 10, N = 20;
(iii) T = 5, TV = 100; (iv) T = 10, N = 100; (v) T = 5, iV = 500. The relative
results of Everaert and Pozzi (2007) are reprinted in Table 2.4, from which we can
say that, based on the sumMSE, the system GMM performs worse than LSDVb

in cases (i), (ii) and (iv), but better in cases (iii) and (v). Table 2.5 reports the
frequency of the smallest sumMSE regression occuring at GMMsj (j = 1, · ¦ · ,8)

7We thank Gerdie Everaert and Lorenzo Pozzi for their code.
87 and 0 are the coefficients in their model yu = 7y¿(t-i) + ßxu + Vi + ea-
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for each case. Our attention at this point is focused on GMMs3, which uses three
lags of the dependent variable as additional instruments. This is the number of

instruments at which the relative frequency of minimum sumMSE is largest for

cases (i) (60%), (iii) (67%) and (v) (65%). For cases (ii) and (iv), the frequency is
16% and 10% respectively.

_______Table 2.4: Part of Table 2 on p. 1171, Everaert and Pozzi (2007)
T N Bias 7 Std 7 Rmse 7 Bias ß Std ß Rmse ß
5 20 LSDVb -0.143 0.154 0.210 -0.016 0.183 0.184

GMMs3 -0.139 0.182 0.229 0.004 0.203 0.203

10 20 LSDVb -0.036 0.085 0.093 -0.004 0.099 0.099

stacked GMMs3 -0.042 0.116 0.123 0.008 0.125 0.126

5 100 LSDVb -0.132 0.073 0.151 -0.011 0.076 0.077

GMMs3 -0.030 0.099 0.104 -0.000 0.092 0.092

10 100 LSDVb -0.037 0.038 0.053 -0.003 0.045 0.045

GMMs3 -0.024 0.053 0.058 -0.001 0.059 0.059

5 500 LSDVb -0.126 0.030 0.130 -0.010 0.035 0.036

GMMs3 -0.003 0.037 0.037 -0.000 0.039 0.039

In cases (iii) and (v) where sample sizes are not very small, the properties of
the system GMM estimator are not worse than LSDVb: the root MSE of 7 is

much smaller though that of ß is slightly larger. In case (i) where the sample size
is small, the bias of the system GMM is much smaller as compared with any bias-

corrected estimators in the original table of Everaert and Pozzi (2007), but the
bias is not small enough to offset the large standard deviation. If the sample size
is not so small, say TV = 50, which is a sample size often encountered in empirical

applications, we run the regression using Gerdie Everaert and Lorenzo Pozzi's code
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and find that the root MSE of 7 of the system GMM is better than LSDVb but
that of ß is worse than LSDVb.

In cases (ii) and (iv), however, the relative frequency of minimum sumMSE

regression occuring at GMMs3 is low (16% and 10% respectively), and the system
GMM performs worse than LSDVb. As shown in Table 2.5, in both cases, the

relative frequency is not higher than 50% for any GMMsj.

Table 2.5: Occurrence of regression with smallest sumMSE at GMMsj : discussion
Case: (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
GMMsI 16% 20% 10% 5% 7%

GMMs2 24% 24% 23% 10% 28%

GMMs3 60% 16% 67% 10% 65%

GMMs4 — 9% — 10% —

GMMs5 — 8% — 10% —

GMMs6 — 9% — 18% —

GMMs7 — 4% — 15% —

GMMs8 — 10% — 22% —

Total: 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2.3 Estimation Results

As suggested in Section 2.2, system GMM using one lagged dependent variable

Vi(t-2) 8^ an additional instrument for each period seems to be appropriate in our
setting. This means that the results in column (a) of Table 2.2, which are concisely

reprinted in Table 2.6, are what we are looking for in this chapter.

Four cross-sections are lost in constructing lags and taking first differences, so

that the number of useable observations is 923. t? and r™ex are assumed to be
strictly exogenous, and the Arellano and Bond test does not provide evidence to

suggest that the assumption of serially uncorrelated errors is inappropriate. In
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general, when a tariff is lower, more foreign products would come in and the de-

mand for domestic goods would decrease, thus decreasing earnings. The results
show that a one percentage point reduction in the current tariffs on imports from
the U.S. decreases Quebec manufacturing earnings by about 0.0293%9, one per-
centage point reduction in tariffs two periods earlier on imports from the U.S.
decreases Quebec manufacturing earnings by about 0.0117%, one percentage point
reduction in tariffs one period earlier on imports from Mexico decreases Quebec
manufacturing earnings by about 0.0283%, but a one percentage point reduction
in tariffs four periods earlier on imports from the U.S. increases Quebec manu-
facturing earnings by about 0.0267%. One possible explanation for the increasing
effect is the long term stable demand for domestic products because of their high
competitiveness. In order to see how the effect of tariff reductions changes when
exports are controlled for, Canadian exports to the U.S. and Mexico are included

in the specifcation in column (d). It turns out that controlling for exports does not
change the results much, and the coefficient estimates of exports are insignificant.
Finally, if we define the "long-run" effect of NAFTA on earnings as the effect by
one percentage point tariff reduction in each of the current year and previous four
years, then our results show that the long-run effect of Canadian tariff reductions

for U.S. and Mexico imports is about 0.0143% and 0.0283% respectively.
The effect of NAFTA tariff reductions on Quebec manufacturing earnings,

whether it is positive or negative, is statistically significant but economically very
small. In analyzing the effect of CUSFTA tariff reductions on Canadian manufac-

turing earnings, Gaston and Treffer (1997) and Beaulieu (2000) find no statistically
significant effect, and Trefler (2004) finds slight earnings gains. Treffer (2004) says
a 3% rise in earnings spread over eight years will buy you more than a cup of coffee

Note that the tariffs data for regression is in percentage, but the regression results should
be interpreted as the effect of each percentage point change in tariffs. The reason for this is that
tariffs are changed gradually in reality, rather than one (i.e., 100%) at a time.
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Table 2.6: GMM estimation for Quebec manufacturing earnings : 1991-2007
Independent variables" (a) (d)
In earnings^.!) .9697 (.0394) .9869 (.0425)
r%s .0293 (.0053) .0297 (.0057)
t$_2) .0117 (.0039) .0098 (.0047)
^iL4) --0267 (.0057) -.0275 (.0058)
T^l2I) .0283 (.0110) .0289 (.0126)
expft — -4.91e-06 (4.79e-06)
exp%ex — -.0003 (.0004)
Arellano-Bond test -1.1771 -1.1932
No. of observations 923 923

"Dependent variable is hi(earnings)it. Notes: (i) - (iv) are the same as in Table 2.2.

but not at Starbucks. Our results indicate a reduction of earnings of even smaller
magnitude.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

Using data over the period 1991-2007, this chapter presents an empirical analysis
of the effect of NAFTA tariff reductions on earnings for 71 Quebec manufacturing
industries. It chooses the system GMM method to estimate a two-way dynamic
panel data model. In order for the system GMM estimator to have best possible
properties, it proposes a simulation-based moment selection procedure, uses the
procedure to select instruments, and shows that the system GMM estimator is not
worse than the LSDVb estimator —the best non-GMM alternative. In other words,
we use simulations to choose instruments so that the finite sample properties of
GMM are optimized, then we compare this "optimal" GMM estimator with the
"best." non-GMM alternative.

It is found that a one percentage point reduction in the current tariffs on im-
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ports from the U.S., in tariffs two periods earlier on imports from the U.S., and
in tariffs one period earlier on imports from Mexico decreases Quebec manufac-

turing earnings by about 0.0293%, 0.0117%, and 0.0283% respectively, but a one
percentage point reduction in tariffs four periods earlier on imports from the U.S.

increases Quebec manufacturing earnings by about 0.0267%. No matter the effect

is positive or negative, it is statistically significant but economically very small.

As mentioned earlier, NAFTA has become the world's largest free trade area,
and Ontario and Quebec are the industrial and manufacturing centers of Canada.
It is meaningful to compare the effect of NAFTA on Quebec manufacturing indus-
tries and that on Ontario's, which would be the next step of research. In addition,

we found that if moments are properly selected, using system GMM method in
some classic empirical examples in the dynamic panel data model literature may
result in a very large estimate for the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable,

which suggests that there may exist panel unit root. Existing panel unit root test
methods verify that panel unit root does exist in the datasets of these examples.
There is certainly a lot more to do in the future for dynamic panel data models.
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Chapter 3

A Goodness-of-fit Test for

Copulas

Copulas are functions that allow modeling dependence between random variables

separately from their marginal distributions. Consider two continuous random

variables Xi and X<¿ with cdf's Fi and F^ and pdf's /i and /2, respectively.

Suppose the joint cdf of {??,?^) is H and the joint pdf is h. A copula is a

function C(u,v) such that H = C(Fi, F2) or, in densities, h = c(Fi,F2)fif2-
The marginal densities /1 and /2 are now "extracted" from the joint density and

the copula density c captures the dependence between X\ and X2. Sklar (1959)
showed that given H, Fi and F^ of continuous variables, there exists a unique C.
So, given Fi and F2, the choice is which copula C to use.

Let Cq denote the chosen copula family with dependence parameter(s) T. Nu-
merous papers have used different copula families in applications from finance

(e.g., Patton, 2006; Breymann et al., 2003; Li, 2000), from risk management (e.g.,
Embrechts et al., 2003, 2002) and from health and labor economics (Smith, 2003;
Cameron et al., 2004). Recent theoretical results on parametric and semiparamet-

ric estimation of copula-based models are contained in Genest et al. (1995); Joe
(2005); Chen and Fan (2006b); Prokhorov and Schmidt (2009b); among others.
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But the issue of copula specification testing - clearly relevant in any copula-based
application - has not received as much attention in the literature as the estimation

problem.

A copula family is correctly specified if, for some ?0, C00(Fi, i^) = H. In this
paper, we wish to construct a goodness of fit test for copulas using this definition.
It would be desirable if such a goodness of fit test did not involve parametric spec-
ification of the marginal distributions because if it does, it essentially tests a joint
hypothesis of correct copula and marginal specifications. It is also desirable that
this test be applicable to any copula family without requiring any strategic choices
and arbitrary parameters, e.g., the choice of a kernel and a bandwidth. Genest

et al. (2009) call tests that have these desirable properties "blanket" goodness of
fit tests.

There exist a number of copula goodness-of-fit tests (see Genest et al., 2009;
Berg, 2009, for recent surveys). However, only a few are "blanket". For example,
Klugman and Parsa (1999) propose tests that involve ad hoc categorization of the
data; Fermanian (2005) and Scaillet (2007) propose tests that are based on kernels,
weight functions and use the associated smoothing parameters; Panchenko (2005)
proposes a test based on a V-statistic, whose asymptotic distribution is unknown

and depends on the choice of bandwidth; Prokhorov and Schmidt (2009b) propose
a conditional moment test for whether the copula-based score function has zero

mean, which depends on parametric marginals and does not distinguish between
the correct copula and any other copula that has a zero mean score function. All
these tests do not qualify as "blanket" .

Genest et al. (2009) report five testing procedures that qualify as "blanket"
tests. These tests are based on empirical copula and on Kendall's and Rosenblat's

probability integral transformation of the data as in, e.g., Dobric and Schmid
(2007); Breymann et al. (2003); Genest and Remillard (2008). These tests are
substantially more difficult computationally than the "blanket" test we propose.
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Moreover, unlike our test, these tests are not asymptotically pivotal and require a
parametric bootstrap procedure to obtain approximate p-values.

The test we propose is based on the information matrix equality which equates
the copula Hessian and the outer-product of copula score. In essence this is the
White (1982) specification test adapted to the first-step nonparametric estimation
of marginal distributions. The first stage affects the asymptotic variance of the
estimated Hessian and estimated outer-product in a nontrivial way. In Section
3.2 we show that our test statistic asymptotically has a ?2 distribution and in the
Appendix we provide the necessary adjustments for the first-stage rank estimation.
Section 3.1 sets the stage by discussing the connection between copulas and the
information matrix equality. In Section 3.3, we conduct a power study of the new
test. As an illustration, Section 3.4 tests the goodness-of-fit of the Gaussian copula
in a model with two stock indices. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.1 Copulas and Information Matrix Equivalence

Consider an TV-dimensional copula C(U1 ... ., uN) and N univariate marginals
Fn(xn), ?= ?,.,.,?. Then, by Sklar's theorem, the joint distribution of (X1 ,..., Xn)
is given by

H(X1, ...,xN) = C[F1(X1), ..., FN(xN)).

Assume Fn is continuous, ? = ?,.,.,?, so C(u\, ...,Un) is unique. The joint
density of (X1, . . . , Xn) is

h(xi,...,xN) dNC(Ul,...,uN)
Ou1 . . . duN

N

? /?On)
Itn=Fn(Xn),n=l,... ,N 7?=1

N

C(F1 (X1),..., FN(xN)) Hfn(Xn),
n=\

where C(U1, . . . , uN) is the copula density.
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We are interested in goodness-of-fit testing of parametric copula families, so our

copulas are parametric. For example, the N-variate Gaussian copula with —^ 2~
parameters can be written as follows

F^F-1^),...^-1^);^,

where F]? is the joint distribution function of N standard normal covariates with
a given correlation matrix R and F-1 is the inverse of the standard normal cdf.
For Gaussian copulas, the copula parameters are the distinct elements of R. (See
Nelsen, 2006; Joe, 1997, for examples of other copula families).

Let subscript ? denote the dependence parameter vector of a copula function
and let ? denote its dimension. It is well known that if there exists a value ?0 such

that H(xi, . . . ,xN) = Cg0(Fi(Xi), ¦ ¦ ¦ ,FN(x)) then we have a correctly specified
likelihood model and, under regularity conditions, the MLE is consistent for Q0.

Moreover, in this case White's (1982) information matrix equivalence theorem
holds: the Fisher information matrix can be equivalently calculated as minus the

expected Hessian or as the expected outer product of the score function.

We wish to apply the information matrix equivalence theorem to copulas. As-

sume that the copula-based likelihood is (three times) continuously differentiable
and the relevant expectations exist. Let ?(?) denote the expected Hessian matrix

of In eg and let C(O) denote the expected outer product of the corresponding score
function. Then,

?(?) = EV¡\ncg(Fi(xi),... ,FN(xN))
C(9) = EV0InC0(F1(X1),. .. ,Fn (?N))V^nC6(Fi (X1), . ..,FN(xN)),

where uVg" denotes derivatives with respect to ? and expectations are with respect
to the true distribution H.

White's (1982) information matrix equivalence theorem essentially says that,
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under correct copula specification,

-H(Ö0)=C(öo).

Our copula misspecification test uses this equality.

3.2 Test

In practice, ?0 is not observed. Moreover, the matrices W(9) and C(O) contain
the marginals Fn which are usually unknown. However, these quantities are easily
estimated. In particular, it is common to use the empirical distribution function

Fn in place of Fn, a consistent estimate ? in place of Q0, the sample averages BI
and C in place of the expectations EI and C

Given T observations (??,..., xpj), the empirical distribution function is given
by

T

Fn(s) =T-1J2l{xnt<s},
i=l

where /{·} is the indicator function and s takes values in the observed set of Xn.
Then, ? - a consistent estimator of ?0 sometimes called the Canonical Maximum

Likelihood estimator (CMLE) - is the solution to
T

maxS ? cö (F1 (rrit), . . . , FN(xNt)).? f=l
The following new notation is used for sample counterparts of H and C. Let

Ht(0) = V^In Ce(F1(Xu),... ,FN(xm)),
Ct(O) = V9InC6(F1(Xu),..., FN(xm))Velnce(F1(xlt),...,FN(xNt)).

Then, the sample equivalents of M(O) and C(6>) for arbitrary ? are
T

?(?) = T-1Y^Mt(O),
t=i

T

C(9) = T-1^Ct(O).
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The test we propose is based on distinct elements of the testing matrix ?(?) +
C(#). Given that the dimension of ? is p, there are p(p+ 1)/2 such elements. Under
correct copula specification, these are all zero. So our test is in essence a variant

of the likelihood misspeducation test of White (1982). What distinguishes our

test is that we deal with a semiparametric likelihood specification - a parametric
copula and nonparametric marginals - while White (1982) deals with a full but

possibly incorrect parametric log-density. Correspondingly, the elements of the

White (1982) testing matrix (he calls them "indicators") do not contain empirical
marginal distributions as arguments and this precludes direct application of his

test statistic in our setting.

White (1982) points out that it is sometimes appropriate to drop some of the
indicators because they are identically zero or represent a linear combination of the

others. When ? = 1 - the case of bivariate one-parameter copula - this problem

does not arise. Whether it arises in higher dimensional models is a copula-specific

question that we do not address in this paper. Assume that no indicators need be

dropped.

Following White (1982), define

dt(e)=vech{Mt(e)+Ct{e))

and

dt(9) = vech(Mt(9) + tt(0))

Note that, in our setting, dt(9) depends on the unknown marginals while dt(0) uses
their empirical counterparts Fn, ? = 1, . . . , N. Define the indicators of interest

T

De = D(9) = T-1Y/dt(e).
t=\

Let D^ = D(O) and Dq = Edt(9). Note that, under correct specification, Dq0 =
Edt%) = 0.
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What is different in the present setting from White (1982) is that nonpara-
metric estimates of the marginals are used to construct the joint density. It is

well known that the empirical distribution converges to the true distribution at
the rate VT so the CMLE estimate ? that uses empirical distributions Fn is still

\/T-consistent. However, the asymptotic variance matrix of ??T will be affected
by the nonparametric estimation of marginals. Therefore, the asymptotic variance
of VTDz will also be affected. To derive the proper adjustments to the variance
matrix we use the results on semiparametric estimation of Newey (1994) and Chen
and Fan (2006b). Specifically, Chen and Fan (2006b) derive the distribution of ?
given the empirical estimates Fn, ? = 1, . . . , N. Our setting is complicated by the
fact that the test statistic is a function of both ? and Fn, ? = 1, . . . , N. The main

result is given in the following proposition while the derivation of the asymptotic
distribution is deferred to the Appendix.

Proposition 3.1. Under correct copula specification, the information matrix test
statistic

a — TD'~V~lD-* - I1Je ?0 UQ"

where Vq is given in (A. 61) in Appendix, is distnbuted asymptotically as Xo(o+d/2-

In practice, a consistent estimate of VßQ will be used. Under correct copula
specification, such an estimate can be obtained by replacing Q0 and Fnt in (A.61)
by their consistent estimates ? and Fn^.

Unlike available alternatives, this test statistic is simple, easy to compute and

has a standard asymptotically pivotal distribution. It involves no strategic choices
such as the choice of a kernel and associated smoothing parameters or any arbitrary

categorization of the data. Essentially this is White's information equivalence test
with the complication of a first-step empirical distribution estimation. However,

as such, it also inherits a number of drawbacks. One complication is the need to
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evaluate the third derivative of the log-copula density function. Lancaster (1984)

and Chesher (1983) show how to construct simplified versions of the test statistic,
which are asymptotically equivalent to White's original statistic but do not use

the third order derivatives. Probably the simplest form of the test is TR?, where
R? comes from the regression of a vector of ones on

Vfl - In c9{Fi{xlt), ..., FN(xNt)), j = 1, . . . ,p

and

v(? -ek lnce(h(xit), ¦··, FN(xNt))
+ Vfl. hi Ce(Fi(XIt), ¦ ¦ . ,FN(xNt))W0k\n eg (Fi(XIt), ¦ ¦ -,FN(xNt))t

j = l,..., p, k = l,...,p,

evaluated at T.

An important problem is the well-documented poor finite sample properties of

the test, especially of the TR? form (see, e.g., Taylor, 1987; Hall, 1989; Chesher
and Spady, 1991; Davidson and MacKinnon, 1992). Horowitz (1994), for example,
points out to large deviations of the finite-sample size of various forms of the White

test from their nominal size based on asymptotic critical values and suggests using
bootstrapped critical values instead. Of course our test will inherit this problem.

3.3 Power Study

In this section, we study the size and power properties of the test statistic we

derived in Proposition 3.1. We remark on how this test compares with other

copula goodness-of-fit tests but we do not compare here the various alternative
forms of the test statistic derived in the proposition. We start by plotting size-

power curves under various copula families (see, e.g., Davidson and MacKinnon,
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1998, for a comparison of this and other graphical ways of studying test properties).
We generate K realizations of the test statistic J using a data-generating process
(DGP). Denote these simulated values by Jj, j = 1, · · · , K. Our size-power curves
are based on the empirical distribution function (EDF) of the bootstrap p-value
of Jj, pj = p(Jj), i-e. the probability that J is greater than or equal to Jj
according to its bootstrap distribution. At any point y in the (0, 1) interval, the
EDF of the p-values is defined by

1 K
3 = 1

We choose the following values for y¿, i = 1, · · ¦ , m:

Vi = 0.001, 0.002, · · · , 0.010, 0.015, · · · , 0.990, 0.991, · · · , 0.999 (p? = 215),

where we follow Davidson and MacKinnon (1998) and use a smaller grid near 0
and 1 in order to study the tail behavior more closely.

The point of drawing size-power curves is to plot power against true, rather
than nominal, size. Given the well-documented poor finite sample size property of
the information matrix test, this is useful because we can display the test power
in situations when the nominal size is definitely incorrect. Two values of the test

statistic are computed: one under the null DGP (Hq) and the other under the
alternative DGP (Hi). Let F(y) and F*(y) be the probabilities of getting a p-
value less than y under the null and the alternative, respectively, and let F(y) and
F*(y) be their empirical counterparts. Given the sample size T, the number of
bootstrap replications K and the grid of size m, a size-power curve is the set of
points (F(yi),F*(yj)), i = 1, · · · , m, on the unit square where the horizontal axis
measures size and the vertical axis measures power. We keep the grid the same,

set K = 10, 000. and vary the sample size T and the strength of dependence in the
various null and alternative DGPs we consider. The various null and alternative

copula families are selected from the list used by Genest et al. (2009) in a large scale
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Monte Carlo study and, as usual, the dependence strength is measured by Kendall's
r. To preserve space we report curves for T = 200, 300 and r = 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.75
only.

Figure 3.1 shows what happens as we change the strength of dependence holding
T fixed at 300. Panel (a) displays the size-power curves under Hq: C G Normal
copula and H y C G Clayton copula, panel (b) displays the curves for Hq: C G
Normal and Hy. Ce Frank, panel (c) is for the test of Hq: Ce Clayton against Hy.
C e Normal, and panel (d) is for Hq: C G Clayton against Hy C G Frank. We can
clearly see from the figure that as the strength of dependence increases, the power
of the test becomes larger. This agrees with similar observations by Genest et al.
(2009) made for other copula goodness-of-fit tests. Interestingly, there are areas on
the plots where the test actually has power less than its size. This happens at small
enough sizes to make this observation important but the same thing occasionally
happens with other "blanket" tests under weak dependence (for t = 0.25, see, e.g.,
Genest et al., 2009, Table 1).

Figure 3.2 displays the size-power curves for different null and alternative DGPs
holding both T and r fixed. The set of nulls and alternatives we report includes
Hq: Normal vs Hy. Clayton, H0: Normal vs Hy. Frank, Hq: Clayton vs Hy.
Normal, Hq: Clayton vs Hy Frank. An interesting observation is that the size-
adjusted power of the test varies greatly for the different nulls and alternatives -
something that has been noted for other tests as well. If we further allow t to
increase holding sample size fixed, the variation in power becomes much smaller.
It is interesting to observe that for the tests that involve the Clayton copula under
Hq, the test has much more power than for the other models we consider. Again,
this interesting observation coincides with results of Genest et al. (2009) obtained
for other available "blanket" tests (see their Tables 1-3). Note that the ranking of
power of the various tests changes as we change strength of dependence, but the
two tests involving the Clayton null remain more powerful than the others.
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Figure 3.3 shows how the size-power curves shift as the sample size changes
from N = 200 to N = 300. The test in each panel is the same as in Figure 3.1.

Not surprisingly, the power increases as the sample size grows. Plots for larger

samples (not reported here) illustrate that as the sample size becomes larger, Hq

is rejected with probability approaching one whenever H\ is true, i.e. these tests
are consistent.
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tau=0.25
tau=0.5
tau =0.75

Hau=0. 25
~-tau=0.5
Mau=0. 75

O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1 .0

(a) H0: Normal; JT1: Clayton

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

(b) H0: Normal; Hy. Frank copula

tau=0.25
tau=0.5
tau=0.75

tau=0.25
tau=0.5
tau=0.75

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

(c) H0: Clayton; H1: Normal (d) H0: Clayton; H1: Frank

Figure 3.1: Size-power curves for different levels of dependence: Kendall's t
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Sample size is T = 300.
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HO : Normal ; H 1 : Clayton
HO:Normal;Hl:Frank
HO:Clayton;Hl:Normal
HO:Clayton;Hl:Frank

HO:Normal;Hl:Clayton
HO:Normal;Hl:Frank
HO:Clayton;Hl:Normal
H0:Clayton;Hl:Frank

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 ° 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.3 1.0

(a) t = 0.25 (b) t = 0.333

HO:Normal;Hl:Clayton
HO:Normal;Hl:Frank
HO:Clayton;Hl:Normal
HO:Clayton;Hl:Frank

HO:Normal;Hl:Clayton
HO:Normal;Hl:Frank
H0:Clayton;Hl: Normal
HO:Clayton;Hl:Frank

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.S 0.9 KO

(c) t = 0.5 (d) r = 0.75

Figure 3.2: Size-power curves for selected copulas. Sample size is T = 300.
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N=200
N=300

N=200
N=300

0.1 0.2 0.J5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

(a) Jy0: Normal; H1: Clayton (b) H0: Normal; H1: Frank

N =200N=200
N=300N=300

0.8 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

(c) H0: Clayton; H1: Normal (d) H0: Clayton; H1: Frank

Figure 3.3: Size-power curves for different sample sizes: T = 200 and T = 300.
Kendall's r = 0.5.
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To compare our test with other "blanket" tests in more detail, we construct a

size and power table similar to those reported by Genest et al. (2009). Tables 3.1
and 3.2 report size and power of our test at the 5% significance level for T = 200
and T = 1,000. As before we also vary Kendall's r from 0.25 to 0.75. In each

row, we report the percentage of rejections of Hq associated with different tests.

For example, when testing for the Normal copula against Clayton at T = 200 and

r = 0.75, the chance of the test rejecting the incorrect null is approximately 34.6%.

_______________Table 3.1: Power(Size) for T=200 at nominal size 5%
Copula True t = 0.25 r = 0.50 ' t = 0.75

under Ho Copula Boot. Asy. Boot. Asy. Boot. Asy.
Normal Clayton 4.9(5) 7.7(7) 21.7(5) 34.8(8) 34.6(5) 62.9(10)

Frank 2.5(5) 4.0(7) 3.8(5) 7.8(7) 16.5(5) 42.0(9)
Gumbel 6.8(5) 9.6(6) 9.2(5) 18.3(8) 9.1(5) 26.7(10)

Clayton Normal 1.3(5) 12.2(10) 29.8(5) 85.06(11) 86.1(5) 99.2(11)
Frank 4.2(5) 26.4(10) 41.6(5) 93.2(11) 64.2(5) 94.6(11)
Gumbel 8.6(5) 36.5(10) 60.4(5) 96.5(12) 86.4(5) 98.4(10)

Frank Normal 6.5(5) 8.2(6) 9.2(5) 14.6(9) 3.1(5) 8.0(10)
Clayton 4.0(5) 5.3(6) 1.5(5) 5.7(9) 2.7(5) 22.4(10)
Gumbel 4.8(5) 5.8(6) 1.8(5) 5.4(9) 1.0(5) 8.7(10)

Gumbel Normal 2.9(5) 5.1(8) 1.3(5) 5.2(9) 1.0(5) 9.9(10)
Clayton 16.9(5) 30.4(8) 37.5(5) 80.0(10) 79.1(5) 97.2(10)
Frank 3.5(5) 8.0(8) 6.3(5) 31.2(9) 32.7(5) 80.2(10)

Similar to analogous entries for other "blanket" tests, the frequencies reported

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that for these sample sizes the test generally holds its
nominal size. Compared to equivalent entries in Tables 1 to 3 of Genest et al.

(2009), the power of our test statistic is generally lower than that of the more
complicated "blanket" tests available in the literature. However, at the sample

size equal to 1,000, our test power is usually reasonably high. Similar to other
"blanket" tests, the performance of our test varies greatly with the DGPs. For
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_____________Table 3.2: Power(Size) for T=IOOO at nominal size 5%
Copula True t = 0.25 t = 0.50 t = 0.75

under H0 Copula Boot. Asy. Boot. Asy. Boot. Asy.
Normal Clayton 44.0(5) 5(6) 96.9(5) 98.8(7) 93.2(5) 99.0(12)

Prank 10.7(5) 16.2(7) 65.2(5) 80.0(8) 90.3(5) 98.1(12)
Gumbel 58.0(5) 63.4(6) 83.4(5) 92.3(8) 78.8(5) 94.7(11)

Clayton Normal 83.5(5) 87.8(6) 100(5) 100(7) 100(5) 100(7)
Prank 98.6(5) 99.3(7) 100(5) 100(7) 100(5) 100(7)
Gumbel 99.6(5) 99.8(6) 100(5) 100(7) 100(5) 100(7)

Prank Normal 10.1(5) 10.7(5) 21.2(5) 24.0(6) 4.3(5) 5.4(6)
Clayton 8.5(5) 9.6(6) 17.2(5) 19.9(6) 93.5(5) 95.8(6)
Gumbel 20.2(5) 21.4(5) 14.9(5) 17.3(6) 53.8(5) 64.4(7)

Gumbel Normal 8.3(5) 9.4(6) 20.9(5) 25.7(6) 68.3(5) 72.8(6)
Clayton 98.2(5) 98.6(6) 100(5) 100(6) 100(5) 100(6)
Prank 50.8(5) 53.7(6) 99.2(5) 99.5(6) 100(5) 100(6)

some combinations of copulas under the null hypothesis and the alternative, the
test's power is remarkably low. For example, if the null hypothesis is Frank and the
true copula is Normal, the power of our test at T = 1, 000 is as low as 4-6% even for

r = 0.75. Interestingly, the power of other "blanket" tests is not very high for some
combinations either, and for some combinations of copulas and some sample sizes,
Genest et al. (2009) report even lower percentages of rejection. In such cases, the
results of more than one "blanket" test should probably be considered together.

3.4 Application

To demonstrate how the test procedure in Section 3.2 can be applied in practice,
in this section we test whether the bivariate Gaussian copula is appropriate for
modeling dependence between an American and an European stock index. The
power study demonstrated that the proposed test of the null of Normal copula has
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Table 3.3: Summary statistics of returns series
FTSE DJIA

mean 0.0001 -.0001

st.d. 0.107 0.103

m3 0.104 0.020

777.4 6.101 6.590

<2(20) 52.97 33.30

power against commonly used alternatives such as the Clayton, Frank and Gumbel
copulas.

The two time series we use are FTSE100 and DJIA closing quotes from June
26, 2000 to June 23, 2008. There are 1972 pairs of returns once holidays are
eliminated. Table 3.3 contains descriptive statistics of the returns. The statistics

we use are third (7773) and fourth (7774) central sample moments and the Ljung-Box
Q test statistics for testing autocorrelation of up to 20 lags in returns [Q (20)] and
squared returns [Q2 (20)]. Both return series display excess kurtosis and FTSE
returns are a bit more skewed than DJIA.

We first apply an AR-GARCH filter to the return data. As shown in Table 3.4,
this accounts for most of observed autocorrelation in returns and squared returns.
The preferred AR-GARCH models contain up to one lag in the conditional mean
equation and a GARCH (1,1) in the conditional variance with Normal innovations
(allowing for Student-t innovations resulted in a relatively high estimate of the
degrees of freedom (over 9) and did not improve the fit substantially). Table 3.4
reports the results of the AR-GARCH modeling.

The test statistic is reported in Table 3.5. It is based on the residuals from the

AR-GARCH models. In principle, this prefiltering should affect the second step
estimation and an adjustment should be required to account for that. However,
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Table 3.4: AR-GARCH estimates and standard errors
FTSE DJIA

µ -0.0006(0.0004) -0.0007(0.0004)
AR(I) -0.0711(0.0230) -0.0455(0.0221)

? 0.0000(0.0000) 0.0000(0.0000)
a 0.1158(0.0183) 0.0737(0.0167)
ß 0.8742(0.0207) 0.9192(0.0196)
Il 6397.001 6438.337

m3 -0.144 -0.096

m4 3.349 3.724

Q(20) 22.388 21.442

Q2(20) 16.095 31.774

Table 3.5: Testing the Gaussian copula
? 0.4830(0.0188)
J 3.8800

? - value for ^ 0.0489

Chen and Fan (2006a) show that the limiting distribution of the copula parameter
is not affected by the estimation of dynamic parameters, although as before it is
affected by the nonparametric estimation of marginal distributions. So, in this
case, the prefiltering is innocuous.

For the bivariate Gaussian copula, the estimated parameter ? is simply the

sample correlation between the margins of the bivariate normal distribution used

to construct the copula. The parameter estimate is large, positive and significant.

The test statistic reported in Table 3.5 is quite large. At the 5% level, we reject the
hypothesis that the Gaussian copula is appropriate to model dependence between
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the two time series. This is a weak rejection (we would not reject at the 1% level,

for example), which is surprising given other empirical evidence against using the
Gaussian copula in financial applications due to the restrictions this places on

symmetry and tail dependence in the data.

3.5 Concluding remarks

We have proposed a new goodness-of-fit test for copulas and have shown that it

has reasonable properties in samples as small as 1,000. The main advantage of

the test is its simplicity. Basically, it is the well-studied White specification test

adapted to a two-step semiparametric estimation. As such, it inherits White test's

benefits and costs. The most costly feature of the test is its poor behavior in

samples smaller than 1,000. Besides the benefit of simplicity, White's test has

many asymptotically equivalent forms, some of which are derived specifically to

make finite sample behavior more appealing (see, e.g., Davidson and MacKinnon,

1992). Overall, the balance of costs and benefits speaks, we believe, in favor of
this copula goodness-of-fit test, especially in large sample settings of a financial
application, similar to the one we considered.
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Appendix A

Proofs and Data Descriptions

Theorem 3.1.1 of Kollo and Rosen (2005)
Let {xn} and {e?} be sequences of random p-vectors and positive numbers, respectively, and let
In - Xq = ??(e?), where e? —? 0 as ? —» oo. If the function f(x) from MP to Rs has continuous
partial derivatives up to the order (?4 + 1) in a neighborhood V of a point Xc1, then the function

f(x) can be expanded at the point Xq into the Taylor series

f(x) = f(x0) + S ¿ (/, ® (x - io)9*-1))' (^ßr) (* - *o) + o(pM(x, X0))'d*f{xY
.... . . dxk ,

where the Kroneckerian power A®k for any matrix A is given by A®k = A & ¦ ¦ ¦ ® A with ^4®° = 1,
k times

(£>(.,.) is the Euclidean distance in W, and the matrix derivative for any matrices Y and X is

given by & = £ (&£) with g =^ and

/(xn) = /(a:o) + f;¿(/s®(xn-xo)0(fc-1)),(^^) _ (?„-?0)+??(e??).
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Proofs of Chapter 1
Proofof Theorem 1.1: Write (1.9) as

DM ^lDM + 2DM + 3DM +4dm, (A.l)

where,

1dm = VeC1GN(ON)M1VeCGN[ON),
2DM=MN(êN)M2vecDN(êN),
3dm = -N-1/2vec'GN0N)M3vecDN{eN),
4dm = N'1 -vec'DN{ëN)M4vecDN{êN)-

Taking Taylor expansions of Mn[On), VCcGn(On) and vec Dn(On) about Oq and using (1.5) and
(1.6), we have

MjV(On) = MjY(S0) + G1 (On - O0) + \[Ik ® (On - Oo)']D'(0N - O0) + Op(N-1)fcxi ¿

= -N-1^q + N-1Z2G1B-1Gq + N-1^-(Ik (Sq1G'B^)D1B-1Gq + Op(N-1),
VCcGn(On) = vecG + D'(0N - O0) + -[Ipk ® (On - 00)'}C'(eN - O0) + Op(N-1)

pkxl ¿

= vecG + N-1'2D'B-1Gq + N^hlpk® ^G'B^)C'B-1Gq + Op(N~l),
vecDN(êN) = vecD + C(On - O0) + op(N-1/2)

p2fcxl

= vecD + N-1I2C1B-1Gq + Op(N~1/2).
Note that we do not need to expand vccDn(0n) further for our purpose. Substituting these
expressions into the terms of (A.l) gives:

Idm = vec'GN((>N)MivecGN(ÔN)
= vec'GMxvecG + N-1^q1G1B-1DM1VCcG

+ N-1^G1B-1DM1D1B-1Gq + q'G'B-1C(IpU ® B"1 Gq)M1 vecG] (A.2)
+ Op(N-1)

= (fPq + N-1Z2U1(Cl) + N-1V1(C) + Op(N-1),
where

p =G'mc
kxk
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is a projection matrix, and

U1 (q) = 2O1G1B'1 DM1 vecG,

V1[C) = O1G1B-1DM1D1B-1Gq + q'G1B-1C[Ipk ® B-1Gq)M1VeCG:

2DM = M'N[êN)M2vecDN[êN)
= -N-1/2q'M2vecD - N-1^M2C1B-1Gq

+ N-1^q1G1B-1GM2VeCD + N^q1G1B-1GM2C1B-1Gq

+ N-1^q1G1B-1D[Ik ® B-1Gq)M2VeCD + Op[N'1)2 (A.3)
= N-1I2^G1B-1M2VeCD - q1' M2vecD)

+ N-1^G1B-1GM2CB-1Gq - ifM2CB-1Gq

+ ^q1G1B-1D[Ik ® B-1Gq)M2VeCD] + Op[N'1)
= TV-1Z2U2(C)+TV-1I12(C) + Op(TV"1),

where

w2(ç) = Q1G1B-1GM2VeCD - q¡M2vecD
=: (J[G1B-1G - Ik)M2vecD,

Mq) = ^G1B-1GM2C?'1 Gq -^M2C1B-1Gq+ ^q1G1B-1D[Ik ® B-1Gq)M2VeCD
= ^ [G'B-1G -Ik)M2CB-1Gq +^G'B'1D[h ® B-1Gq)M2VeCD;

3dm = -N -1/2vec'GN[êN)M3vecDN [T?)
= -TV-1Z1WGM3WaD - N-1VeC1GM3CB-1Gq - N^q'CB-1DM3VeCD + Op(TV"1)
= TV-V2W3(C) + TV-1W3(C) + Op(TV-1),

(A.4)

where

"3(9) = -vec'GM3vecD,

vs[q) = -vec'GMzCB-1Gq - q"G'B-1 DMzvecD

= -(JCB-1CWjVeCG - ^G1B-1DM3VeCD;

^DM = TV"1 -vec'DN[eN)M4vecDN[9N)

= N-ll-vec'DMAvecD + Op[N'1) (A.5)
= N-1V4[H) + Op(TV-1),
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where

va[q) — -vec'DMivecD.

Finally, collecting the terms (A.2)-(A.5) gives equation (1.10). ?

ProofofLemma 1 . 1 : From Theorem 1.1, if u¿(<?) (? = 1,2,3) and u¿(c) [i = 1,2,3,4) could be
rewritten as

Ui(q) = vec'Ji(q®q®q), (A. 6)

Vi{q) = tr[Li{qq!®q<f)), (A. 7)

then,

u[q) = vec ' J[q®q®q),
v[q)=tr[L[qq'<g,qq%

where

vecJ = vecJi + vecJ2 + vecJz,

and

L = L\ + Z-2 + Lz + Li.

Therefore, the proof is reduced to showing (A.6) and (A.7).
Using

[A ® C)[B ® D) = [AB) ® (CD),

KpiÇi;ecj4 = uec(.A'),

? ® 5 = KP^[B ® A)KStg,

for A : ? ? g and B : r ? s where if is the commutation matrix, we can rewrite (1.12):

iti (g) = 2^G'B-lD[Lk ® HGg)wc(g'G'HG)
= 2g'G'HG(4 ® î'G'^fg'G'S-1 ® Ipk)vec{D')
= 2g,G'HG(ifr ® ç'G'H)(ipfc ® qO'B'^vecD

(A.8)
= 2(<?'G'HG ® ^CE ® q'G'B-i-yvecD

= 2[q' ® ç' ® g')(G"HG ® G'H ® G' B~x)vecD

= vec'J1[q^>q®q),
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where

VeCJ1 = 2(G'MG <g> G'H <g> G'B'^vecD.

Let

ñi = (HG ® B-lG){q$ ® ^)(CH ® G'S"1),

partition ueaD as

vecD ¦
pzkxl

Vol

Vb2

VDfc

where each subvector Vb¿ is ?2 ? 1 , and let

VD = VD1VD1 + V02Vm + ¦¦¦ + VDkV'Dk.

Then, since

(Ik O CfG1H)D1B-1Gq = (Jfc ® q'G'Wjiq'G'B-1 ® /pA>ec(L>')
= (Jfc ß g'G'HXIpfc ® qfG'B-^vecD
= (Jfc ® g'G'M® q'G'B'^vecD,

the first term of Wi(<?) in (1.15) becomes

^G1B-1D(Ik ® HGg)(Zk ® Q1G1M)D1B-1Gq
= vec'D(Ik ® HGg ® B-1Gq)[Ik ® ^G'H <g> q'G'ß-^vecD
= vec'D(Ik <g> Ri)vecD

= WD1 VD2 V,Dk

-Ri 0

-Ri

0 ??

= V^1A1VbI + Vi2A1Vb2 + ¦ · ¦ + VDkRiVDk

= ir[(Vb! V^1 + yD2V¿2 + · · · + VbA)A1]

= ír[VD(HG ® B-1G)[W1 <2> 9~?')(<?? ® G'-B"-1)]
= tr[[G'U ® G'ß-^VbiHG ® B-1G)(^ ® gg')].

Vbi

VD2

Vb*

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.ll)

(A.12)

(A.13)
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Similarly, let

R2 = (BGQ B-1G)(ZQq),
R3 = ifG'B,

partition CB-1C and vecG as

G'kB2C=\MGci MGC2 ¦¦¦ MGCk
Vai

Vai
vecG =
pfcxl

vGfcj
where Mqcì and Vg% are k ? p2 and ? ? 1 respectively, and let

Mv = M'GC1 ® V^1 + M¿C2 ® V¿2 + ¦ ¦ ¦ + M'cck ® ^éfe ·

Then, since

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

cfmrfM^^ q) = m'qq'M(q <g> q)

= [(? ® 9)'·^' ® m']t;ec(çg')
= (q®q)'(M' ®m')(q®q)

= tr[(M' ® m1)^ ® qq*)}

for some vector m and matrix M of appropriate sizes, the second term of v\(q) in (1.15) becomes
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q'G'B-1C[IPk ® B-1Gq)(Ik ® UGq)(Ik ® (ÍG'm)vecG
= ^G1B-1C(Ik ® R2)(Ik ® R3)vecG

l' [Mgci MGC2 ¦ ¦ ¦ MGCk\
R2

R2

R2

R*

R3

= Y^UMGCiR2R3VGi)
¿=1

k

= tr Y^q1MGCi(UG ® B-1G)(C^ q)<fG'HVGi]
¿=i
t

= ir ^[ç'G'eVbiS'AfGCiiHG ® B-1G)(^q)]
i=l

k

= tr Y {{[(G'H ® G'JB-1)M¿Ci] ® VGiMG}(qq' ® ^) }
¿=i

fc

= ir £[(G'H ® G'B-^M'aa ® V^)(J* ® HG)(^' ® ^)]
i=l

= ir [(G'H ® G1B^)Mv(Ik ® HG)(^ ® qq1)}.

From (A. 13) and (A. 19), (1.15) can be rewritten as

Vi(Q) =tr[L1(qqJ ®qq')],

where

L1 = (G'H® CB^)Vd(MG ® 5"1G) + (G'H® G1B^)Mv(Ik ® HG).

Similar to Wi(ç), «.2(g) in (1.13) can be rewritten as

u2(<i) = Oi(G1B-1G - Ik)(h ® qO'M ® C7CH)WCi?
= (q ® g' ® ^)I(CB-1G - 7fc) ® G'H ® G'H] feci»
= vec' J2(Q ® q®q),

R3 \

Vgi

VG2

VGk

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

where

vecJ2 = [(G1B-1G - h) ® G'H ® G'HjuecD. (A. 23)
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The first term of «2(g) in (1.16) can be written as

O1G' B-1C(Ik QMGqQMGq)(CB-1G - Ik)q.

Since

(G1B-1G - Ik)q = VeC[J(G1B-1G - Ik)}
= (IkQ J)VeC(CB-1G-Ik),

and VeC(CB-1G — Ik) can be partitioned as

VeC(CB-1G -h) =

Van

VgI2

Vg

(A.24)

where Van is fc ? 1, we may mimic the second term of V\(q) and rewrite the first term of 1*2(9)
further as

fc

tr Y^[JMoa (HG ® HG) (q ® ç)^VG7i]
»=1

= tr[(G'H ® G'e)MV7(9î' ® ggO],
(A.25)

where

Mv/ = M¿C1 ® VGIl + M'GC2 ® VGI2 + ¦ ¦ ¦ + M'ack Q VGIk.

Similar to the first term of vi(q), since

JCB-1D = VeJ(JCB-1D) = vec'D(Ipk ® B-1Gq),

the second term of ^2(9) in (1.16) can be rewritten as

]-vec'D(Ik Q B-1GqQB-1Gq)(Ik 0 JCM ® jG'tt)vecD
= Ur[V0(B-1G Q B-YG)(qJ ® ^)(CH ® CH)]
= ir[i(G'H® CH)V0(B-1G ® B-1G)(QJ ® gg'))]·

From (A.25) and (A. 27), we have

v2(g) = ir-[L2(gg/®w')]>

where

L2 = (G'H ® CH)My/ + -(CH ® CH)V0(B-1G ® B-1G).

(A.26)

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)
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Since

vec'G(h ® MGq)

= \(Ik ® qO'WjvecG]'
= qO'MG,

(1.14) becomes

u3(q) = -q'G'MG(Ik ® f'G'H ® ^G'H)i;ecD

= -(^ ® 9' ® f')(G'HG ® G'H ® G'H)wcZ? (A.30)
= vec'J3(ç® ç® f),

where

t,ecJ3 = -(G'HG ® G'H® G'H)tcc£>. (A.31)

Similar to the second term of vi(q), the first term of 1^3 (f) in (1.17) can be rewritten as

-q'G''B-1C(Ik ® MGq^MGq)(Ik ® f'G'H)i;ecG
fc

= tr S?-q'MGCi(MG ® HG)(f ® f)ç'G'HVGi] (A.32)
¿=i

= ir[-(G'H ® G'H)My (4 ® HG)(ff' ® qq')}.
Similar to the second term of i>2(f)> the second term of «3(9) in (1.17) can be rewritten as

-Q1G1B-1D(Ik ® MGq)(Ik ® q'G'M ® q'G'M)vecD

= -vec'D(Ipk ® B-1Gq)(Ik ® HGf)(/fc ® ç'G'H ® f'G'ffluec.D
= -vedD(Ik ® HGf ® B-1Gq)(Ik ® ^G'H ® f'G'H)wc.D (A.33)
= H-Vd(HG ® B-1G)(^ ® ff')(G'H ® G'H)]
= ir[-(G'H® CH)Vp(HG ® B-1G)(W ® fc')]·

Prom (A.32) and (A.33), we have

?3(9) = ?G[·?99'®99')?, (A.34)

where

L3 = - (G'H ® G1M)My (Ik® MG) -(G'H® G'H) VD (MG^B-1G). (A.35)

Similar to the first term of i>i(ç), v^(q) in (1.18) can be easily rewritten as

U4(C) = ]tr[VD(MG ® HG)(gg' ® qtf){G'M ® G'H)]4

= ir[j(G'H ® G'H)VD(HG ® HG)(ff' ® qq')} (A.36)
= tr[L4(qq' ® ff)],
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where

L4 = \{G'n ® CH)Vd(HG <® MG). (A.37)
By (A.8), (A.20), (A.22), (A.28), (A.30), (A.34) and (A.36), (A.6) and (A.7) are obtained,

thus finishing the proof. ?

Proofof Theorem 1.2: First, a¿ and 6¿ are defined (Phillips and Park, 1988) as

(? =tr{Ai) (¿ = 0,1,2), (A.38)

where

A0 = L[[I + Kkyk)[P ® P) + vecPvec'P],

A1 = L[[I + Kk,k)(P ® P + P ® P) + vecPvec'P + vecPvec'P],
A2 = L[[I + Kk,k)(P ® P) + vecPvec'P};

bi = vec'JBivecJ [i = 1, 2, 3), (A.39)

where

B0 = H[P ®P®P) + H[P ® vecPvec'P)H

+ P ® JCfc,fc(P ® P) + ^>fc(-P ® P) ® P

+ A^[P ® Jf^(P ® P)]JT*,* = G0(P), say,
51 = H[P®P®P)H

+ H[P ®> vecPvec'P + P ® vecPvec'P + P ® vecPvec'P)H

+ P ® Xfc,fc(P ® P) + P ® iffc,fc(P ® P)

+ P ® /sTfcjfc(P ® P) + Xfc,fc(P ®P)®P

+ Kk<k(P ®P)®P + Kk¡k[P ®P)®P

+ Kktk*{[P ® Ä-fc,*(P ® P)] + [P ® ü¡rfc,fc(P ® P)]

+ [P ® iffe,fe(P ® ?)]}#**,* = Ci(P, P), say,
52 = G1(P1P),

53 = G0(P),
with

H = I + Kk.k2 + Kk2¿,
P = I-P.
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Secondly, from (A.38),

a0 = tr(A0) = tr{L[(I + Kk¡k)(P <g> P) + vecPvec'P))
= tr[(P <g> P)L(I + Kk,k) + vec'PLvecP} [AAO)
= tr[(P <g> P)L(I + Äfc,fc)] + tr (vec'PLvecP).

Using (1.11) and P = I — P, we have

(.4'S-1G)P = O, (A.41)
P(CB-1A) = 0. (A.42)

Therefore, by (1.23)-(1.27),

(P ® P)L = O, (A.43)

and

(HG <g> B-1G)VeCP = ^c(B-1GPGe) = 0, (A.44)
(Ik ® HG)vecP = rec(HGP) = 0. (A.45)

Combining (A.44) and (A.45) with (1.24) yields

L1VeCP = 0. (A.46)

Similarly,

L3vecP = 0, (A.47)

L4vecP = 0, (A.48)

and

vec'PL2 = (L'2vecP)' = 0. (A.49)

From (A.46)-(A.49),

tr(vec'PLvecP) = 0. (A.50)

Substituting (A.43) and (A.50) into (A.40) gives

a0 = 0. (A.51)
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Also, from (A.39),

61 = vec'JBivecJ

= vec'JH{P ® P ® P)HvecJ

+ ved'JH(P ® vecPvec'P + P ® vecPvec'P + P ® vecPvec'' P)HvecJ
+ ved J[P ® KKk(P ®P) + P® Kk,k(P ® P)jvecJ (A. 52)
+ uec' J[P ® iifc,fc(P O P) + #fc,fc(P ® P) ® P]vecJ
+ vec'J[Kkik(P ®P)®P + KKk(P ®P)® P)vecJ

+ vec'JKk.k2{[P ® Kk>k(P ® P)] + [P ® iffcifc(P ® P)]

+ [P ® Ä"fc,fc(P 18) P)]}iCfc2ifcî;ecJ.
Using

KpyqvecA = vec(A'),
A® B = Kp,r(B ® A)Ks,q,

for A : ? ? q and B : r ? s where K is the commutation matrix, the following equations are
obtained:

Kk1^VeCJ1 = 2(G1B-1 ® G'HG ® G'M)vec(D'), (A.53)
Kktk2vecJ2 = [G'H ® (G1B-1G - Ik) ® G'M]vec(D'), (A.54)
KKk2vecJ3 = -(G'M ® G'HG <g> G'H)t;ec(P>'); (?·55)

Kk2 ^VeCJ1 = 2(G'H ® G'S"1 ® G'HGjA^fc-uecD, (A.56)
Kk2,kvecJ2 = [G'M ® G'H <g> (CB-1G - /fc)]is:p2ifcî;ecD, (A.57)
Kk2¿vecJ3 = -(G'M ® G'H ® G'MG)Kp2¡kvecD. (A.58)

Then, substituting (A.53)-(A.58) into (A.52), and using

vec(ABC) = (G' ® ¿)wecP,

µ®?)' = ^'®?',

(A ® C)(B ® D) = (AB)® (CD),

together with (A.41) and (A.42) yield

O1 = 0. (A.59)

Combining (A. 51), (A.59) and the proof of Theorem 2.4 in Phillips and Park (1988) gives Theorem
1.2 in the current paper. D
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Data Description of Chapter 1
The earnings data used are drawn from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), available
at http : I /psidonUne.isr.umich.edu/'. The sample consists of men who were heads of household
in every year from 1969 to 1974, who were between the ages of 21 (not inclusive) and 64 (not
inclusive) in each year, and who reported positive earnings in each year. Individuals with average
hourly earnings greater than $100 or reported annual hours greater than 4680 were excluded.

Some variables such as V7492, V7490, V0313, V0794, V7460, V7476, V7491 listed on p.443
of Abowd and Card (1989) are not available now on the PSID website. The variables for sex
listed on that page are not consistent with those on the PSID website. The following are the
PSID variables used in the present paper:

ANNUAL EARNINGS: V1196, V1897, V2498, V3051, V3463, V3863;
ANNUAL HOURS: V1138, V1839, V2439, V3027, V3423, V3823;
SEX: ER32000;

AGE: ER30046.
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Data Description of Chapter 2
The 71 Quebec manufacturing industries, listed in Table A, are selected from the 4-digit manu-
facturing industries classified using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
The selection is based on the data availability of the variables used in the present chapter. The
earnings data are average weekly earnings (Table 281-0027, Statistics Canada) adjusted by con-
sumer price index (CPI) (Table 326-0021, Statistics Canada). The exports data are from Industry
Canada, in 1,000,000 Canadian dollars and adjusted by CPI. The tariffs data are calculated ac-
cording to both the tariff schedules from the UNCTAD-TRAINS database and the actual import
duty raw data from the DLI database of Statistics Canada1 . In calculation of the manufacturing
tariff rates, the Concordance between the Customs Tariff of Canada (CT) and the 2002 NAICS
is used, with the Concordance between NAICS Canada 2007 and NAICS Canada 2002 as a
reference.

In studying the effect of free trade agreement, Trefler (2004, p. 888) considers tariffs of only
non-zero imports, and Romalis (2007, p. 424) takes into account tariffs of both non-zero and zero
imports. There might be two reasons that cause a product not to be imported from a foreign
country: one is that this foreign country does not have comparative advantage, and the other is
that the tariff is too high. By investigating both the tariff schedules and actual import duties
for Quebec manufacturing industries around the starting years of NAFTA, it is found that the
latter cause should not be ignored. The tariffs data used in this chapter are calculated using the
following equation:

where i denotes an industry, j denotes an HS10 (for actual import duties) or HS8 (for tariff
schedules) item feeding into industry i, J denotes the set of HSlO or HS8 items feeding into
industry i, rrij denotes the share of industry ¿'s imports accounted for by item j, J2 denotes the
set of items with zero imports, and t denotes tariff rate. We divide all products in industry i into
two parts: those with non-zero imports and those with zero imports. For the non-zero imports
part, import-weighted average of tariffs over items is calculated; for the zero imports part, simple
average of tariffs is calculated. Then, simple average over the resulting tariffs in the two parts is
calculated to obtain the final tariffs data. The raw data for products with non-zero imports are
from the DLI database of Statistics Canada, and the raw data for products with zero imports
are from the UNCTAD-TRAINS database. At the time of calculation, the 2004 import duty raw

1TlIe results or views expressed are those of the authors.
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data in the DLI database were partly missing, which were added later by Statistics Canada but
some data are still not available, so we replace the 2004 tariffs data for the non-zero imports part
using linear interpolation2.

Table A: The 71 Quebec manufacturing industries

(VJAiCS Industry Description
3111 Animal food manufacturing

3112 Grain and oilseed milling
3114 Fruit and vegetable preserving and specialty food manufacturing
3115 Dairy product manufacturing
3116 Meat product manufacturing
3118 Bakeries and tortilla manufacturing
3119 Other food manufacturing

3131 Fibre, yarn and thread mills
3132 Fabric mills

3133 Textile and fabric finishing and fabric coating

3141 Textile furnishings mills
3149 Other textile product mills
3151 Clothing knitting mills
3152 Cut and sew clothing manufacturing

3159 Clothing accessories and other clothing manufacturing
3161 Leather and hide tanning and finishing

3162 Footwear manufacturing
3169 Other leather and allied product manufacturing
3211 Sawmills and wood preservation

3212 Veneer, plywood and engineered wood product manufacturing
3219 Other wood product manufacturing
3221 Pulp, paper and paperboard mills
3222 Converted paper product manufacturing

3231 Printing and related support activities
3241 Petroleum and coal product manufacturing

3251 Basic chemical manufacturing

3252 Resin, synthetic rubber, and artificial and synthetic fibres and filaments manufacturing
3254 Pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing

3255 Paint, coating and adhesive manufacturing
3256 Soap, cleaning compound and toilet preparation manufacturing
3259 Other chemical product manufacturing
3261 Plastic product manufacturing
3262 Rubber product manufacturing

continued on the next page

2Fukao et al. (2003) use a similar way for the missing tariffs data.
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Table A: The 71 Quebec manufacturing industries (continued)

NAICS Industry Description

3271 Clay product and refractory manufacturing
3272 Glass and glass product manufacturing
3273 Cement and concrete product manufacturing
3279 Other non-metallic mineral product manufacturing

3311 Iron and steel mills and ferro-alloy manufacturing

3312 Steel product manufacturing from purchased steel
3313 Alumina and aluminum production and processing

3314 Non-ferrous metal (except aluminum) production and processing
3315 Foundries

3321 Forging and stamping
3322 Cutlery and hand tool manufacturing
3323 Architectural and structural metals manufacturing

3325 Hardware manufacturing

3326 Spring and wire product manufacturing
3327 Machine shops, turned product, and screw, nut and bolt manufacturing
3329 Other fabricated metal product manufacturing

3331 Agricultural, construction and mining machinery manufacturing
3332 Industrial machinery manufacturing
3333 Commercial and service industry machinery manufacturing

3334 Ventilation, heating, air-conditioning and commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturing
3335 Metalworking machinery manufacturing

3336 Engine, turbine and power transmission equipment manufacturing
3339 Other general-purpose machinery manufacturing
3342 Communications equipment manufacturing
3343 Audio and video equipment manufacturing
3344 Semiconductor and other electronic component manufacturing

3345 Navigational, measuring, medical and control instruments manufacturing
3346 Manufacturing and reproducing magnetic and optical media
3351 Electric lighting equipment manufacturing
3352 Household appliance manufacturing
3353 Electrical equipment manufacturing

3359 Other electrical equipment and component manufacturing
3364 Aerospace product and parts manufacturing
3369 Other transportation equipment manufacturing
3371 Household and institutional furniture and kitchen cabinet manufacturing

3372 Office furniture (including fixtures) manufacturing
3391 Medical equipment and supplies manufacturing
3399 Other miscellaneous manufacturing
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Proof of Chapter 3
ProofofProposition 3. 1: We start with TV = 2 for simplicity and later give the formulas for any
TV. Let Fnt = Fn(xnt), ? = 1, 2, t = 1, ... ,G, be the empirical cdf's. Then,

dt(9) = vech[V2g \nc(Flt,F2t; T) + V6 In c(FltyF2t; 9)V'e In c(Flt, F2t; 9)\.

Provided that the derivatives and expectation exist, let

VDg = EVedt(9)

and
t

VDg = T-1^Vgdt(9).
t=i

First, expand VTDg with respect to T:

VTDê = VTDg0 + VDe0VT(O - ?a) + op(l).
Chen and Fan (2006b) show that

VT(ê - ?o) -> /V(O, B-1SB-1),

where

B = -H(O0),

S = lim Var(VTA*T),?—>oo
T

?t = ^ ¿(Ve InC(^t1F24; A0) + W1(Fn) + W2(F21)).
?=1

Here terms W1(Fu) and W^ia) are the adjustments needed to account for the empirical distri-
butions used in place of the true distributions. These terms are calculated as follows:

W1 (Flt) =[[ [I{Flt < u} - u]V¡ Jn c(u, ?;?0) c(u, v; 90)dudv,Jo Jo

W2(F21)= f [ [I{F2t<v}-v}VJv\nc(u,v;9o)c(u,v;9o)dudv.Jo Jo

So,

VT(9 - 90) = B-1VTMr + Op(I).

Second, expand VTDe0 with respect to Flt and Flt:
XT t

VTDg0 ~ -i= ¿ dt(9o) + ? ¿ VFlMh)VT(Flt - Flt) + i ¿ V^d4(EIo) VT(F2t - F2t).V1 i=l t=i t=l
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(A.60)

Under suitable regularity conditions,

1 T
T

— I / Vuvech[Vl In c(u,v;0o) + V9 lnc(«,w; O0)V6 lnc(w, ?,??)]
Jo Jo

VT(Fi(Ff V)) - u)c(u,v;9o)dudv

Vuvech[V% hic(u,v,eo) + Vg lnc(u, v; 6O)Vglnc(w, v; 9o)]c{u,v ; 0o)dudv.
Denote

M1(Fu)= / / [I{Flt<u}-u]Jo Jo

Vuvech[Vl lnc(u,v;9o) + Vg In c(u, ?; ??) VgIn c(u, ?; 6o)]c{u,v; 6o)dudv,
then

t t

? S Vf1^(Oo)VT(At - Flt) = JL ^M1(F14).í=i » J ?=1

Similarly, denote

M2[Fv)= ? ? [I{F2t < ?} - ?]
Jo Jo

Vvvech[Vl In c(u, ?; ??) + Vg lnc(t¿, ?; ??) V8In c(u, ?; 6o)}c{u,v;0o)dudv,
then

t t

? S Vf2^o)VT(F24 - F2J = J= ¿ M2(F24).J t=i ^T t=l
Therefore, equation (A.60) can be rewritten as

1 T
VTD60 = -= S d(^o) + VtSJ + op(l),1^ -* t=i

where

1 T
5t = ?S[??(?,») + ?2(^)]·

t=l

Finally, combining the expansions gives
t

/T
1 TVfDé = -== S^?) + ^TBt + VD0oB~1VTA*t + op(l).
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So

VfD0 -> TV(O1 ^0).

or, equivalently,

TD^i01D3 ^ ??{?+1)/2,
where

Vg0 = E {dt($o) + M1(Fn) + M2(F2t)

+VD90B-1 [V9 InC(Fn, F24; ?0) + W1[Fn) + W2(F2t)}}
? {dt{0ü) + M1[Fn) + M2{F2t)

+VDg0B-1 [Vg lnc(Fn, F2t; O0) + Wi(F14) + W2(F24))] }' .
Extension to TV > 2 is straightforward. Now

dt(<?) = vech[V2g lnc(Flt,F2t, ¦ ¦ ¦ , FjV4; 0)+V9 In c(Flt, F2t, · · · ,FNt; 0)V'g In c(Flt, F24, · ¦ ¦ , FNt;0)},

and the asymptotic variance matrix becomes

C G N ? N ?y6o = F<U(0o) + VDg0B-1 V6In C(F14, F24,--- ,FN4;0O) + £ Wn(Fnt) + ^Mn(Fn4) II L n=l J ra=l J

x < dttfo) + VDg0B-1

where, for ? = 1, 2, - - -, N,

W,

N

Vg lnc(F14, F24, · - -, FNt; ?0) + J^ Wn{Fnt)
N ?+ S Mn(Fnt) \ ,71=1 J

(A.61)

rn{Fnt)= I / ·¦¦/ [D[FfIt < Un) -Un]V^ Uiilnc(ui,u2, ··¦ ,??;?0)Jo Jo Jo

c{u\,u2,- ¦ ¦ ,UN;0o)duidu2---duN,

and

M1'n{Fnt) = / / ·¦·/ [I{Fnt <un} -un]VUnvech[Vl\nc(ui,u2,--- ,UN-,??)Jo Jo Jo

+ Vglnc(ui,u2,- ·- ,mw; O0) V^ In C(U1, w2,·-· ,uN;90)}
c(ui, u2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,mjv; 9o)du\du2 ¦ ¦ ¦ du^-

D
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